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Dear Alumni, 
Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held on the following dates: 
September 10, 1996 
November 12, 1996 
January 14, 1997 
March 11, 1997 
May 3, 1997 (Annual Meeting) 
Regular meetings will be held in Suite 315, Ben Franklin House, 834 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, PA at 4:30 P.M. 
Annual meeting will be held in Solis-Cohen Auditorium, Jeff Hall, 1020 Locust Street, 
Philadelphia, PA at 10:00 A.M. 
Notice 
Annual Luncheon & Meeting Dates 
May 3, 1997 
Social Hour: 11:30 A .M. 
Luncheon: 12:30 P.M. 
] efferson Alumni Hall 
1020 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Annual Meeting: 10:00 A.M. 
Solis-Cohen Auditorium 
Jefferson Alumni Hall 
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EX:President's Message 
/ 
Dear Alumni: 
Serving as your new president will be exciting and 
challenging. 
A strong foundation of the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni 
Association along with the loyalty displayed by its 
members is greatly appreciated. 
I would encourage all Alumni members to become 
participants at our Annual Luncheon. The Pride of 
being a 'Jeff Nurse" is shown in many ways; starting 
with, "Hi! ", "Remember when! !" "Displaying of 
Slides! ", also "Exchanging up to date information! ". 
Drop us a line to share your suggestions or ideas. 
I'm looking forward to my term in office and meeting with 
fellow alumni. 
Sincerely, 
Sarah (Sally) Hindson Wagner, '54 
t ; 
, 
)' 
1893-1894 First Graduating Class 
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~ncial Report 
May 1, 1995-April 30, 1996 
Balance May 1, 1995 - General Fund 
Income 
Dues 
Annual Giving 
Luncheon 
Core States Bank Transfer from Relief Fund 
Flowers Reimbursement 
Christmas Checks Reimbursement 
Diploma School of Nursing Alumni Association-Mabel C. Prevost 
Scholarship Fund 
Memorial Fund 
Miscellaneous 
I.RS. Refund 
TOTAL 
Disbursements 
Salaries 
l.R.S. 
City Wage Tax 
Office Supplies 
Flowers 
Petty Cash 
Luncheon 
Flowers 
Gifts 
Photos 
Catering 
Audio Visual 
Bulletin 
Bank Charges 
Satellite 
Printing 
Christmas Checks 
Accountant 
United Way 
Womens Veteran Memorial 
Mercy Hospice (from Memorial Fund) 
Frances B. Crossan (from Relief Fund) . 
Melville-Lewis Scholarship Fund (Scholarsh.1ps Awarded) 
Diploma School of Nursing Alumni Assoc1at10n-Mabel C. Prevost 
Scholarship Fund 
TOTAL 
Balance in General Fund April 30, 1996 
$ 9,275.60 
22,579.00 
4,710.00 
17,499.80 
875.26 
2,200 00 
6,705.00 
570.00 
322.90 
233.89 
12,665.26 
3,544.53 
703.03 
416.63 
2,573.94 
525.00 
557.81 
618.58 
47.00 
4,901.45 
413.50 
11,354.00 
102.80 
399.48 
1,145.75 
2,200.00 
800.00 
150.00 
50.00 
1,365.00 
1,200.00 
15,192.83 
6,280.00 
Elizabeth Greenlee, Treasurer 
$45,206.11 
$64,971.45 
$67,206.59 
$42,970.97 
Larry]. Brouse, P.C. 
Certified Public Accountant 
Alumni Association of the School of Nursing 
Thomas] eff erson University 
Statement of Assets and Fund Balance 
December 31, 1995 
Cash - General Fund 
Endowment Funds: 
Relief Fund 
Scholarship Fund 
Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Student Loan Fund 
Educational Fund 
Diploma School of Nursing Alumni Association -
Mabel C. Prevost Scholarship Fund 
Other Equipment 
TOTAL ASSETS 
Fund Balance 
$1,215 ,308 
254,177 
87,418 
45,172 
28,508 
"Measure Your Lifetime in Blessings!" 
Measure your lifetime in Blessings .. . 
Not the years you have known . .. 
Count the number of people you have touched 
Add up the love you have shown-
Measure your days in the gladness! 
That you and your loved ones have shared 
Tally the smiles on the faces of friends ... 
Total the times you have cared .. . 
Yes, Measure your lifetime in Blessings . .. 
And you'll always remain in your prime, 
For youth is the feeling you keep in your heart! 
Whether-seven - or seventy-nine. 
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$ 26,206 
$1,630,583 
2,518 
$1 ,659,307 
$1 ,659,307 
ews about our graduates 
Betty Piersol received the following letter from Mary Feissner Steele, '55 , Betty wants to 
share the letter with all of you. 
What a surprise and a welcome one as well, to receive the copy of the Alumni 
Association Bulletin when I was snowed in here in the so called "Sunny South". I have 
spent the afternoon looking over it and realized how foolish I have been not t~ have 
joined the Alumni years ago and to have missed so many annual luncheons with my 
class mates. This must be remedied, and I would apprenate your sending me an 
application for membership. I will also take you up on your kind offer to send me ~ 
copy of "Commitment to Excellence" by Doris Bowman and look forward to reading it 
and remembering the wonderful days I spent at Jeff. I'm sure t~at you hav: heard 
countless times before how the excellent training at Jefferson benefited the receiver, ~ut 
I would like to tell you that in my case it really was a blessing in many cases during 
my nursing years. Also the very name 'Jefferson" made a difference when I was 
applying for a position. I retired in 1985 and am enjoyi.ng retirement, but do get a 
twinge every now and then when I think back on my nursing years. 
I look forward to seeing some of my classmates at the Annual meeting and luncheon 
in May 1996. 
Thank you so very much for your kindness. 
Sincerely, 
Mary Feissner Steele '55 
PS. Mary did not attend the luncheon in May. 
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Jefferson Nurses 
Crown Queen 
On the night of June 12, 1940, as a climax to 
their strawberry festival held on the roof garden 
of the nurses home, members of the class of 1942 
and their friends saw Esther Milewski (now 
Esther Milewski Kahn) , class of 1943, crowned 
"Queen of the Strawberry Festival". Franny 
Trimble (Barnard), president of the class of 1942, 
is shown placing the crown upon the head of the 
"Queen,'. 
"Strawberry Queen" 
crowned. 
Our Russian Experience 
July 14, 1995, after getting all our immunizations, etc. , Betty 
Piersol and Peg Summers flew FinnAir from New York to 
Helsinki , Finland, and from Helsinki to Moscow. Three large 
planes arrived in Moscow at the same time, so - it seemed to 
take forever to get through customs, only to find our luggage 
had not arrived. After many phone calls, we learned it was 
still in New York. The luggage arrived on our boat on 
Tuesday morning. 
We were transported by bus from the airport to the 
ms"RUSS" a river boat, sleeping 300. The "RUSS" was to be 
our hotel for 14 days. All the guides spoke English, most 
guides are school teachers working as guides during the 
summer, so we had no trouble understanding them. 
Our first view of the countryside was to find how much it 
resembled the State of Maine, there were many large forests, 
and many, many white birch trees. 
We spent three days sightseeing in and around Moscow. 
Moscow is a beautiful city, we saw many buildings which 
where almost in ruins, most of them were in different stages 
of restoration. The Moscow Metro (subway) is so 
outstanding it can't be described. 
5 PM. on the third day we sailed from Moscow Canal and 
later into the mighty Volga River, the symbol of Russia, we 
also sailed on the Svir and Neva rivers and Lakes Onega and Ladoga, the two largest lakes 
in Europe. We made stops at Uglich, Kostroma, Yaroslavl, Irma (enjoyed a picnic lunch 
here), Kizhi Island in Lake Onega, Petrozavodsk and St. Petersburg (formerly Leningrad). 
St. Petersburg is also a beautiful city, every place we stopped and visited we saw how much 
damage was done to the beautiful old buildings. Most, if not all of them were being 
restored, so we could only see the outside, mostly through scaffolding. 
We saw many magnificent palaces and cathedrals, including Peter the Greats Winter Palace 
in St. Petersburg which houses the famous HERMITAGE MUSEUM. The museum has over 
300 rooms filled with art work, we spent 3 hours there and only saw 3 rooms. We read that 
it would take 9 years to see everything, just spending a few minutes at each exhibit. 
The people were so friendly and warm, they liked to talk to us as they are trying to learn 
English and take every advantage to speak it. They were polite and kind. The children are 
adorable, and the food was very good, also very rich . 
On July 28th we said a sad farewell to our Russian Experience, flew to Helsinki , stayed 
overnight and the 29th flew to New York and home. (The temp in Helsinki on the 29th was 
102 degrees). 
We were exhausted when we got home, thought we would never get rested, but we did. 
There is so much to see and they tried to show us as much as possible. While in Moscow 
we were able to see the famed Moscow Circus, missed the Bolshoi Ballet by one day, saw 
many museums and went to several concerts. The Russian people have great musical talent. 
Yes, it was truly a wonderful trip and we're so glad we were able to take advantage of the 
opportunity to see Russia . 
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�ter to Jefferson nursesM dear fel low n u rses of Jef erson :  1 / ra ve a lways been so proud of being a "Jejf' rm rse, bu l  T have never been more touched un t-U  recent ly.Novembe1' 1 995 my life t ool? m1 unexpected n,m .  l had a cervi.ca / lami neelomy C2 lo C7 t o  correct spina l  cordcompression .  L eed1ess L o  say, it was a shock ing development fo r nie. The result was successfu l, I had a 3 montlih iatus from worh due l o  the  lengthy hea l i ng proc ss.I am a s i ngle parent and being ou t of wor/1 was very sca r for me. My dear friend (and roommate at Jeff), 
Hope Russo c/1 00 /ey en cou raged me to t h i n k  about  ca l l ing our  Alumn i  Associat ion for assistance from the  rel i rf Ju nd. f was h s i Lrml to as k for 1te lp, buJ  Hope helped me lo understand tha t  the re l ief fu nd l available LO help us when we are i ,,1 n eed. I fi nally did ca l l  Ms. wnmers who generous/ informed me of whal 1 should do to apply for  the help that l needed. My ass istance was recei ved very quicli ly. I was so touched by the k i ndness extended LO me by everyone I contacted at the Alumn i  office ,-ega rding th i s  matter; 1 1eamed so much from my en t i re experience of being a "pat ient" a11d then a person needi ng to reach out. I 
learn d t hat we are all the  same when we go t.hrough cliffi cu lt times , that is , af ected emot iona lly, phys ica l ly and fi nanc ially. We, a. n u rses, a re so used to he lp ing others, we oft en clo forget to help ou rselves . Ou r Rel i ef Fund is ava i lab/,e t o  help A lumn i  when we are in need. The 011 /y respons ibi l i ty we have is lo reach ou t  and ash. 1 wou ld l i /ie lo take t ! 1 i  oppor tun i ty to t hank our  A l umn i  Association for helping me when 1 was in need. 1 woL L ld a lso l ike lo t hank  my fellow members f01· cont i n uou sly uppo ,-t ing such an importlll'lt f1md. We, �Jeff' nu rses are t ru l  liLc l�y lo l tav each ot her, let us c herish our 'Jeff' friendships and con t i nue to be t h ere for one anoth er. i J 1ce� ly, Vera Paol ll i. class of 1 969 repri n ted with Veras permission 
"Sharing is Caring" 
The  above leLter reflects the tru e spiri t of the "J eff Nurses" motto, "Caring for Others ! "  The Relief Fund was 
establ ished to always be available as a h e lping hand to fe l low a lumni, be i t  for a couple hours a day or longer.The 
officers of tbe urses' Alumni Association would l i .ke to take the stigma from the name "Nurses' Re.l ief fund" ,
many of our  nur es  think o f  I.h i s  a s  chari ty, in  no  way, i s  the relief fund charity.
Th Jefferson u rses' Relief Fund was establi hed in 1 9 1 2, i n  1 937 the ru les and regu lations were adopted by the 
Alumn i  Asso iation governing the Rel ief  und.  This fund was started by nurses to be used by nurses in cases of 
i i  I n es or o ther  adversi ties or hav ing a bi t of bad l uck. 
I 'm su re many of you remember "back when" we sold wh i te stockings, sweaters, had card part ies, bake sales, 
fash ion  shows and many o ther things were done to raise money for this fund. So,  you see , this is tru ly by the 
n urses LO be u ed by the nurses. The urses' A l umni  association manages this fttnd. 
Think of i t  as a. friendly, helpi ng hand when you are havi ng a bit of hard luck. Please give us a ca l l  if we may be 
able t () offer a helping service LO you.  Your request for assis tance is priva te and is no t publicized. 
Thank y u for hating your feeli ngs with u . 
Sall Wagner, '54 
Presiden t  
B t t y  P i  rsol , ' 34  and  Peg urnmers, '4 1 
A lumn i  Office Coord i na tors 
,I'
�eth Anniversary
Class of 1 946 
.IJ  
/(! 
r7lesume of Minutes
of Alumni Association Meetings 
May 6, 1 995 - Annual Meeting - 70 members present .
The minu tes frow t h e  March 1 4 ,  1995 meeting we.re read by the Recording Secretary and 
approved as read. 
The Treasurer's report was accepted as read. 
Commi Ltee reports were given. 
Alumni Office Coordinalors report - Birthday cards and/or flowers were sent to 63 of our 
age 80 and ove.r graduates in  1995. The Alumni Office i.s now equipped with Voice 
Mail. This me.ans when you call and we are not in the oITice you can leave a message 
for us, and your call will be returned the next day we're in the office. 
Election re.suits - Four elected to Board of Di rectors. 
Nancy Konstanzer, '50 
Betty Piersol, '34 
Carole Rosie, '56 
Margarel Summers, '4 1 
Old Business - None. 
New Business - The President announced that Elizabeth Greenlee, '50 bad been 
appoin ted to serve as Treasurer of the Association. Dorothy Cloud submiued her 
resignat ion after 4 years of devoted service to the Association. Thank you Dot for all 
you have done to make the Association run smoother. 
September 1 2, 1 995 - 13  members present.
The minutes of the Annual Meeting in May were. distributed, re.ad and approved. 
The Treasurer's report was read and approved . 
Committee reports were given. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Birthday flowers and /or cards were sent to 15  of our 
80 and over gradua tes. 
Unfinished Business - none. 
ew Business 
l - Motion made and accepted to contribute $ 150 to the United Way. 
l - Motion made and accepted to send $ 50 to the Women's Service Center.
3 - Leuer was read from Bethesda, Maryland requesting information on re.sources for
research in nursing. Decision was made to send the letter co the University archivist . 
4 - Betty Piersol , Peg Summers and Nancy Powell will represen t  Diploma Nursing in 
the College of Al lied Health Alumni Association .  
5 - We're looking for nominations for oITicers, namely a presiden t, and board of 
directors. 
November 1 4, 1 995 - 1 0  members present.
The minutes from the previous meeting we.re distributed, read and approved. 
The Treasurer's report was approved as read. 
Committee reports were given. 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Birthday flowers and/or cards were sent LO 6 of our 
80 and over graduates. 
Unfinished Business - None. 
ew Business 
The list o[ graduates receiving Christmas checks or llowers was reviewed and updated. 
January 9, 1996 - The Alumni meeting was cancelled due 
to the Great Blizzard of '96. 
March 12, 1996 - 16 members present. 
The minutes from the previous meeting were distributed, read and approved. 
The Treasurer's report was approved as read. 
Committee reports were given. 
Nominating - slate of officers: 
President - Sally Hindson Wagner, '54 
Vice President - Janet Hindson, '50 
Board of Directors (four to be elected) 
Lorraine McCall, '49 
Jeanette Plasterer, '51 
Jane Dietrich, '59 
Paula Levine, '68 
Alumni Office Coordinators report - Birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to 22 of our 80 and 
graduates since our last meeting. 
Unfinished Business - None. 
New Business - Two recommendations were made and approved. 
1. That the $340.00 remaining in the Memorial Fund from 1995 be added to the 
1996 Memorial Fund money. 
over 
2. That the President write a letter to the Controller of Thomas Jefferson University requesting a 
transfer of $15 ,000.00 from the Clara Melville-Adele Lewis Scholarship Fund to the Diploma 
School of Nursing Alumni Association-Mabel C. Prevost Scholarship Fund. 
May 4, 1996 - 73 members present. 
The minutes from the March 12, 1996 meeting were read and approved as read. 
The Treasurer's report was read and approved. 
Committee reports were given. 
Nominating - The ballot was prepared with the approval of the Board of Directors. Each person attending 
the Annual Meeting was given a ballot and biography of the candidates. The ballot was unanimously 
accepted as presented. 
President - Sarah Hindson Wagner, '54 
Vice President - Janet Hindson, '50 
Recording Secretary - Nancy Powell, '51 
Board of Directors 
Lorraine Milewski McCall, '49 
Jeanette Plasterer, '51 
Jane Ryan Dietrich, '59 
Paula Levine, '68 
Alumni Office Coordinators - Birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to 9 of our 80 and over graduates . 
The six mailings in 1995 (approximately 12,900 letters) was made much easier with the help of our 
wonderful volunteers, also known as "Stuffacation Engineers ." 
Unfinished Business 
The request to transfer $15 ,000.00 from the Clara Melville-Adele Lewis Scholarship Fund to the 
Diploma School of Nursing Alumni Association-Mabel C. Prevost Scholarship Fund was approved by 
the University Controller, and the money has been transferred. 
New Business 
12 
1. A motion_ was made and approved to continue to transfer at least $15,000.00 of the unused interest 
of the Rel~ef Fund Trust to the Diploma School of Nursing Alumni Association-Mabel c. Prevost 
Scholarsh~p Fund, (the unused interest of the Relief Fund is usually placed in the Melville-Lewis 
Scho~arsh1p Fund). This will help us reach our goal of $150,000.00 by the year 2000. The amount 
m this fund at present is $53,854.77. 
2. A suggestion was made to highlight the Relief Fund in the 1996 Alumni Bulletin to encoura e more 
graduates to take advantage of the fund. g 
3. A vote of thanks was given to Alice C. Boehret for the good job done during her two terms of office 
(8 years). 
Respectfully submitted, 
Nancy Powell 
Recording Secretary 
The Tone of Voice 
It's not so much what you say 
As the manner in which you say it; 
It's not so much the language you use 
As the tone in which you convey it; 
"Come here! ", I sharply said, 
And the child cowered and wept 
"Come here," I said-
He looked and smiled 
And straight to my lap he crept. 
Words may be mild and fair 
And the tone may pierce like a dart; 
Words may be soft as the summer air 
But the tone may break my heart; 
For words come from the mind 
Grow by study and art-
But tone leaps from the inner self 
Revealing the state of the heart. 
Whether you know it or not, 
Whether you mean or care, 
Gentleness, kindness, love, and hate, 
Envy, anger, are there. 
Then, would you quarrels avoid 
And peace and love rejoice? 
Keep anger not only out of your words-
Keep it out of your voice. 
Author Unknown 
f .J 
lumni Office News 
This may sound repetitious but, we seem to be busier than ever in the Alumni Office. In 
1995 we sent out six mailings and for all mailings we depend on our loyal volunteers to 
help. The many departments of the University continue to give us assistance when ~e ask 
for help, we thank them for their kindness. We are thankful for the many benefits we 
receive from the University and the many friendships we have made over the years. 
BIRTHDAYS _Birthday cards and/or flowers are sent to our 80 and over graduates. 
Space prohibits printing the many beautiful thank you notes we receive, they really m.ak~ 
us feel good. If you know of any diploma graduate who is 80 or over, s~nd us the followmg. 
Name _ first , maiden, married. Year of graduation. Correct address. Birthday - month, day, 
year. Social Security and telephone numbers. 
COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE - If you did not receive a copy of this 
book when the Diploma School of Nursing closed in 1982, and would like to have a copy, 
(no charge) let us know and we will send you a copy, as long as our supply lasts. 
CAPS _Six caps left. We ask a $5.00 donation plus $1.00 for handling and postage. 
NOSOKOMOS _ HELP! We need a 1968 Nosokomos to complete our set of year 
books in the Alumni Office. 
PHOTOS_ We have 5x7 photos (in a folder), of the painting "Jefferson Student Nurse" 
available for a donation of $3.50 (includes postage and handling). 
1971 YEAR BOOKS_ We have six copies of the 1971 Nosokomos, they're free, if 
you want a copy let us know. 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS - Your social security number serves the 
Alumni Office as the primary identification number in our alumni computer system. Many 
of our lists and labels are sorted by the social security number. Help keep our office records 
updated by including your SS# when we ask for it. 
DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS - Do you or your spouse work for a matching gift 
company? You could double or even triple your gift by including a completed matching gift 
form with your gift. 
LODGING _ Staying overnight at a hotel or bed & breakfast in Philadelphia - when 
making a reservation or on registering ask if they give Jefferson rates , and tell them you ar~ 
affiliated with Thomas Jefferson University. It would be wise to have your Alumm 
Identification card with you. 
DISCOUNT PARKING FOR ALUMNI - Alumni can receive Jefferson 
discount parking rates by purchasing coupons for use in the Jefferson parking garage on 
llth Street. The $4.00 coupons may be used anytime after 2:30 PM. on weekdays and 
anytime on weekends and holidays to a maximum of 18 hours parking. Coupons can be 
purchased at the Commuter Services Office, 131 S. 10th Street, Monday through Friday, 7 
A.M. to 6 PM. , or on Saturdays, 11 A.M. to 1 PM. Phone: (215)955-6417. 
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To purchase coupons - present your Jefferson Alumni identification card and one other form of identification. If you 
lose your identification card, please call the CAHS Alumni Office (215)503-7709 and ask for a replacement card. 
VOLUNTEERS - To our loyal Stuffacation Engineers - we say many, many thanks, your willing hands make 
getting mailings ready a pleasure. 
NEW ADDITION FOR ALUMNI OFFICE - June 19, 1996 the Nurses' Alumni Association 
received a beautiful plaque, which is proudly displayed in the Alumni Office. The plaque is a dark walnut finish , 
approximately 15 x 21 inches, the inscription reads: 
Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association 
Presidents 
Donated by Janet Hindson - j ohn & Sarah Wagner 
On individual mounted plates are the names and terms of office of all the Alumni Presidents, beginning with 
1895 - Susan C. Hearle and ending with 1996 - Sarah H. Wagner. There are plates for ten more names. Next year 
we hope to have a picture of it to put in the Bulletin. Many, many thanks to Janet, john and Sarah. Stop in the 
office on a Tuesday to see it, you will agree it is beautiful. 
MARBLE PAPERWEIGHT - A farewell luncheon for Dorothy Ranck Long '39, given by the Central 
Pennsylvania Satellite Group, was held at Carlisle, Pennsylvania. Dorothy is retiring as Chair of the Central 
Pennsylvania Satellite Group after eight years. Under Dorothy's leadership and the cooperation of the members 
it has become a very active and close knit group. They would welcome new members living in the Central 
Pennsylvania area. As a memento Dorothy gave each of the satellite members a beautiful marble paperweight 
with a picture of our Nurses' pin and inscription "Jefferson Nurses Satellite Central Pennsylvania". Dorothy also 
gave the Alumni Office a paper weight to add to our collection ofjefferson Memorabilia. Thank you very much. 
Dorothy and her husband Dr. Joseph Long are moving to a beautiful retirement community in Martinsburg, 
Pennsylvania. The Satellite Group presented her with a plaque honoring her for the many years of leadership she 
provided for them. The new Chair of the Central Pennsylvania Satellite Group is Joan Le Van Keller '58. We wish 
Dorothy and Joe many happy years in their new home. 
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Betty Piersol and Peg Summers 
Alumni Office Coordinators 
Our address: 
Nurses' Alumni Association 
Thomas Jefferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
(215)955-8981 
ursing Update 
1995-1996 
f h for both the University and the The 1995-1996 academic year has been a year o great c ange . . 
f N · o March 1 1996 the Thomas Jefferson University Hospital (TJUH) split Department o ursmg. n , ' ff H 1th 
from the rest of the University, becoming a separate legal entity and part of the n~w Je erson ea . 
S stem. the Jefferson Health System also includes the instiwtions of the Mam Lme Health System. 
.J Mawr Hos ital, The Lankenau Hospital, Paoli Memonal Ho.spnal, Bryn Mawr Rehab, Great V~ Health a~d Community Health Affiliates. Select additional msntut10ns subsequently will be 
invit~d to ·oi~ the Jefferson Health System. In May 1996, TJUH also announced a plan to merge 
ervices Jth Methodist Hospital, cementing a 40 year history of close affiliati~n. Jefferson is also 
~ntegrally aligned with Pennsylvania Hospital, A.I. duPont Childrens' Hospital and Willsd Ehe 
Hospital. Clearly, healthcare is sailing rapidly into uncharted and often choppy waters, an t e 
Department of Nursing must navigate similar challenges. 
In step with the changing healthcare environment, the Department has implemented a ·n~mber 
of changes this year. For instance, we received approval for an option to allow stud~~ts wit r:o~ 
non-nursin de ees to design an express pathway to a Masters degree m Nursmg. is expe i e 
o tion will ~ave~tudents precious time and money insofar as they will not be forced to earn another 
b;ccalaureate degree. The first of these students will enter the program this Fall. The Dep~r~ent 
has also recognized from the traditional baccalaureate/masters diVIs~ons mto tw.o secuo~s . c~te 
and Chronic Illness and Health Maintenance & Promotion. In addmon, Associate Pro ~sor r. 
Joan Jenks has been appointed to the newly created position of Academic Programs Coor mator. 
The Women's Center for Health Promotion is currently in its third year of provid~ng he~lth 
. es to the community and faculty and student participation allow it to operate a wide vanety 
~~:~llness and disease p;evention and management programs in five different comm~~ity sites. 
These sites include a senior center, senior housing project, women's boarding home, matown 
community center, and drug rehabilitation facility. Over the course of the year, faculty ~~d stu~ents 
have also contributed significant time and talent to many other commumty he; t. pr~e~~h 
. 1 d . roviding services at homeless shelters and semor centers , comp etmg ea :~e~s:e~t~ holding community health fairs, and assisting in schools-based health education 
projects. 
In addition I have had the good fortune to be appointed the Principal Investigator for a $?.7 
·u- 25 site National Institute of Health clinical trial to assess varying methods fo.r preventmg 
~~ ~:~t of Type II Diabetes. The Jefferson team includes nine physicians, three.addmonal nurse:~ 
research assistants, nutritionist, exercise physiologist, and computer, techmcal, . and s~ppo 
personnel. Many of the study participants will be Jefferson employees, but we are se·e~mJ ~ddi~10n~ 
stud sub·ects who: are over 25 years of age; have a family history of diabet~s, a eve ope 
est:tion}i diabetes; or have a medical history of high blood sugar, but not diabetes. if y~u o~ ~nyone you know would like to participate in this study, please call 1-800-Jeff-Now or 215 955 
0444 and ask for information on the Diabetes Prevenuon Program or DPP study. 
As alwa s we encourage your participation in these and all Department activities and welco~e 
y t'. s that you may have for additional linkages and initiatives. Although nursmg 
any sugges ion · ommitted 
education and practice currently face very challenging times , the Department remams c . ate 
to proudly upholding the long and .illustrio~s legacy of prod~cing outstandmg and compass10n 
nursing professionals-in other words, the Jefferson nurse. 
With warmest regards, 
Pamela G. Watson 
Chair, Department of Nursing 
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~larship Funds at Work 
The following letter was written to the Alumni President, Sally Hindson Wagner, by Pamela G. Watson, Sc.D., 
Chair, Department of Nursing. 
Dear Sally: 
I am delighted to provide information to the Nurses Alumni Association of Thomas Jefferson University 
regarding the School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship Fund and the Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Nursing 
Loan Fund at the College of Allied Health Sciences for the 1995-1996 academic year. 
This year, the School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship Fund was able to award $800 to Ms. Kelly Donnelly, who 
graduated in May. Kelly, a 32 year old native of Pennsauken, New jersey, completed her nursing prerequisite 
courses at Camden County College. 
Kelly was a member of the U.S . Air Force from 1982 to 1990, where she worked on a full-time basis with 
satellites and communications. Then she entered the Air National Guard, a division of the Air Force. She 
currently works for the Guard one weekend a month and two weeks per year. 
Kelly is a single parent with two children, a son aged four and a daughter aged nine years old. When her son 
was in the hospital several years ago, she admired the work of the nurses. "I saw what a difference nurses can 
make with the family-the nurses explained things while the doctors had to rush in and out. I thought to 
myself, I'd like to do something like that: when a family is going through a crisis, I'd like to help. " 
Kelly hopes to obtain a job in nursing that is related to the mental health field, as her favorite part of nursing 
is talking to patients and building a therapeutic relationship. She feels that nurses can accomplish more in 
psychology nursing, especially in a long-term care facility. Once Kelly begins working as a nurse in the 
community, she will be commissioned as an officer and a nurse in the Air National Guard. She will retire from 
the Guard six years from now, and will then pursue a master'.s degree in nursing psychology. 
Since February of this year, Kelly volunteers one day a week in the pediatrics department of Cooper Hospital , 
holding babies and helping out wherever needed. She also helps out with her daughter'.s Girl Scout troop and 
the Special Olympics competition each May in Trenton . 
The following students were 1995-1996 recipients of the Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Nursing Loan Fund, 
who were selected based on their excellent academic standing and demonstrated dedication to nursing care. 
This year, the fund awarded $10,000 in loans to seven students. Repeat recipients are indicated with an '*': 
Jane DeGiulio*, a graduating senior from Irving, Texas, received a loan of $1,250 
Darlene Heimmer*, a graduating senior from Mount Laurel, New jersey, received a loan of $1,250 
Maureen Kelly *, a graduating senior from Philadelphia, received a loan of $1,250 
Beth L. Lloyd, a junior from Collegeville, received a loan of $1 ,500 
Heather Lloyd, a junior from Collegeville, received a loan of $1,500 
Catherine Magee, a junior from Clifton Heights, received a loan of $2,000 
Alex Pugachevsky*, a graduating senior from Philadelphia, received a loan of $1,250 
Thank you and the Nurses Alumni Association for the support to the School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship 
Fund and the Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Nursing Loan Fund. Jefferson is proud to have this continuing 
endorsement, and I am certain that recipients like Kelly, Jane, Darlene, Maureen, Beth, Heather, Catherine and 
Alex are honored and grateful to be so designated. 
It is wonderful to have resources like these scholarship funds to help us recognize the outstanding efforts of 
our students. The generosity and thoughtfulness that brought these opportunities to Jefferson will always be 
appreciated. Once again, thank you for your kind commitment. 
Sincerely, 
Pamela, G. Watson, Sc .D. 
q,Diploma School of Nursing 
Alumni Association-Mabel C. Prevost 
Scholarship Fund Report - 1995 
1925 - 1932 1939 
Lillian E. Dilliard Hartman '25 Elizabeth Martin Doyle 
Frances Baker Crossan '2 7 Mary Martin McCoy 
Grace Breunig Merkle '28 Dorothy B. Ranck Long 
Hazel Besecker Beach '29 Harriet Kellner O'Connor 
Rev. Joyce Frantz '28 Leah Lucabaugh Stambaugh 
Muriel Stephens Canis '30 
Anna R. Scafa Scanlan "31 1940 
Dorothea Bulette Watson '32 Alice M. Freed Moore 
Marie Scherer Maxwell '32 Janet Hicks Arnold 
Lucille S. Harpel '32 Dorothy McComb Talbot 
Marion Jones Tracey 
1933 Bernice Wigglesworth Sprecher 
Anna M. Woodring Crofford 
Katharine Kinch Leach 1941 
Catherine Gray Paine Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush 
Florence Heist Estate Marie J. Malinowski DiMarco (WH) 
Martha Long Garver Leah M. Hummel Edwards 
Pauline Helman Kough Ethel Heller Todaro 
Margaret Summers 
1934 Helen Swan Joslin 
Anna Jacoby Gehrke Frances Soltys Walicki 
Betty Piersol 
Helen Reimer Motsay 1942 
Julia Tyler McCracken Anna E. Alexander Krall 
Marie Keene Lawton Angela D. Clark 
Margaret Yarnall Snear Ruth E. Thorp West 
Sylvia Hendrickson 
1935 Beatrice Raub Staron 
Marian Battin Cou tts Alice C. Boehret 
Evelyn R. Rolland Curran 
1943 
1936 Margaret E. Brainard Scull 
Rebecca Thornton Ingling Ruth I. Sunderland 
Lydia K. Yerkes 
1944 
1937 Rosie S. Smith Jones 
Alice I. Leatherman Fulmer Grace Little Emery 
Margaret C. Taylor 
Caroline Hill Masuda 1945 
Charlotte Cooper Phillips 
1938 Jane M. Mitchell Kendall 
Elinor Miller Wentzel Janice K. Kline Jacoby 
Wilma 0. Benner Lewis Mary]. Holcomb Trautman 
Anita Bryan Eisner M. Elaine Anderson Barrick 
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1946 1950 1956 
Louise Ellison Eudy Janet Hindson Marilyn Robertson Glauber 
Laura R. Patterson Hart Shirley M. Mackley Hoffert Marguerite Johnson Domenick 
Elaine Stong Kimbel Mary Louise Moore Brumbaugh Joyce Wyse Hagopian 
Geraldine Hart Rockel Joan Christman Clauss Florence Roche 
Jeanne Herr Burkins Barbara Fisher Ackerman Joanne Welsko O'Donnell 
Dorothy Gilardone Strachan Betty]. Mengel Borkey 
Jane Heffelfinger Whipple 1957 
1947 Clara C. Richardson Flynn Louise Angelo O'Brien 
Helen Koerner Corrigan Wealthy Morrow Shutt Carol Hyland Gray 
Elizabeth Martin Spencer Elizabeth Laskowski Greenlee Mary Catherine Eichmann Cowen 
LaDean Beattie Kramp Diane Palmer DeHuff Rose Marie Tomasello 
Dorothy Harding Kohl Anne Werner Breach June Reginak Dupnock 
Arlean V Miller Georgann Jacobs Miller 
Laura J. Bielon Tobia 1951 Nancy Blair D'Angelo 
Janet E. Edwards Maurer Nancy E. Thompson Powell Gladys Wilson Kitchen 
Marie Oesterle Thiers Joanne Shoemaker Verbinski 
Florence M. Bell Mitchell Barbara Edwards Beam 1958 
Hilda E. Crane Lineweaver Lorraine A. Jeitner Annunciata Sakella Daneman 
Mary Louise Baloga Peters Jane Elizabeth Hawk Aires Darlene Stoudt Bleile 
Judith Marrett Hess June Wheatly Gerraughty Isabella Young Kelly 
Elizabeth Prisnock Ruth N. Young Roth Louise Williams Dunn 
Virginia Sturges Lawrence Norma Jones Murray Barbara Wilson Kelso 
Paula Correnti Tyler Nancy E. Beard Griggs 
Mariea Buffum Hunter 1953 
Cathleen Margiasso Keating 1959 
1948 Jane Reimer Lemmon Thelma Stiles Malecek 
M. Arlene Yohey Watkins Marilyn Fullerton Bower Joanne Scherer D'Alonzo 
Kathryn Hafer Eyrich Janet E. Edwardsen Meredith Colleen B. Mooney Wagner 
Mercedes F Breen Christ Anne V Major Jones 
Louise C. Swartz Lorah 1954 Carol Jones Stange 
Betty L Johns Budrow Doris Henry Schramm 
Betty L Parsons Konjusky Phyllis Barrett Ostman 1960 
Patricia Lois Zong Sarah Hindson Wagner Madeline]. Henly Glass 
Nadine Dopirak Fetsko Rena Sauvageot Graham Anne Runyan Medsger 
Betty Towsey Daughenbaugh 
Lois B. Bilger Kelley 1955 1961 
Elizabeth M. Jones Hubbs Clare Lynch 
1949 Joyce Ingling Salazar Patti Caldwell Turnbull 
Florence Servello McAlpin M. Jane Hancock Miriam A. Verdier Wall 
Hazel Sheckler Kogler Audrey Titlow Priga Barbara Fullerton Strong 
Lorraine Milewski McCall Anita Claton Pittala Betty Lou Simonson Woods 
Barbara Brown Breen* Georgene B. Strazzeri Callahan 
Kathleen McGeary Tierney 
1.9 
1962 
Joyce Spece 
Janice Panick Billick 
Patricia Ann Thomas Goetz 
1963 
Mary Jane Leohner Richter 
Jean A. Allen McConnell 
Peggy Hannigan Bethanis 
1964 
Beth Reed 
Valerie M. O'Donnell 
Barbara F Lenker Tredick 
Penelope A. Jones McAlees 
Mary Lou Woerner Schubel 
1965 
Catherine Materio Teti 
Janet Walker Respess 
Bonnie Sandt Inglis 
Julia Connelly Flynn 
1966 
Bonnie Ann Crofford 
Clare M. Karabasz 
Mary Lou Smith Lebsack 
Barbara Shermer Ruehl 
1967 
Verna McCafferty Walters 
Rita Haedel Bechetti 
Jill L. Simpson Bower 
Carol Sochovka Knickerbocker 
1968 
Bonnie Inghram Siegrist 
Eileen Gannon Fagnani 
Mary E. Squires Getz 
1969 
Annie E. Eldredge Kahn 
Marlene C. Sovin Burgess 
Maria DiBartolomeo Longworth 
Freda Gansky Feldman 
Dolores T. Hughes 
Joan Kuehner Munyon 
1970 
Gail Kaempf 
Cynthia Shirey Mitchell 
Grace Ann Spena 
1972 
Deborah Waters Wayne 
Sandra Snider 
Christine Quinn Hodder 
Cheryl Baumgartner Meyer 
1973 
Kate Felix 
Mary Beth Henry 
1974 
Debora Boyle-Borkowski 
Ann Bennett Townsend 
1975 
Susanne McCullough Hoffman 
Regina Dreyer Klinger 
1976 
Paula Lyon Lichtenstein 
1977 
Karen Richard Emerle 
Judith L. McClellan DeLucca 
Susan M. Gallagher 
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1978 
Alice Leisch Guarino 
Sharon McN eal Yuras 
1979 
Mary E. Cooley 
Laurel Goldberg Gutter 
Sandra Lee Smith 
Karen Hollander Bernardini 
Jeanne Humphreville Leisner 
1980 
Marianne Maxwell Ostrow 
1982 
Susan Dalgliesh-Keeley Blomgren 
Marie Waldron Hopkins 
Barbara Kaminsky Leone 
Terry Sylvester 
* - indicates matching gift 
Catherine Farrell , Alumni friend 
Total Amount contributed in 1995 
- $11,438.30 
Total amount in the Diploma 
School of Nursing Alumni 
Association-Mabel C. Prevost 
Scholarship Fund also known as 
the Jeff 2000 fund (they are the 
same fund) as of May 31, 1996 -
$54,551.10. Our goal is 
$150,000.00 by the year 2000. We 
will meet our goal with the 
continued support of all our 
alumni. 
Model of Women In 
Military Service 
For American 
Memorial 
omen in Military Service for 
American Memorial Foundation 
I hope all of Jefferson's female alumnae who have 
served or are serving in the Armed Forces will 
register with WIMSA (Women in Military Service 
for America Memorial Foundation) as charter 
members prior to the dedication in October, 1997. 
This bill to honor military women was signed into 
law by President Reagan in 1986. 
Led by retired Air Force Brigadier General Wilma 
L. Vought, the Foundation broke ground for the 
Memorial at the 4.2 acre ceremonial entrance to 
Arlington National Cemetery in Washington, D.C. 
on June 22, 1995. At that time, 125,000 women 
contacted WIMSA to register. Since the Memorial 
will honor more than 1.8 million servicewomen 
since the Revolution, there are many more who 
could register. 
As an example, there are 51 ,300 female veterans in Pennsylvania and 27,000 in New Jersey. 
As of March 31, 1995 there were 197,689 women on active duty and on June 30, 1995 there 
were 163,334 women in the Reserves and Guard in the United States and overseas. During 
military conflicts 400,000 served in the WWII era, 120,000 in the Korean era, 7,000 in the 
Vietnam theater, and 41,000 deployed in Desert Storm. 
The Memorial, designed by Weiss/Manfredi Architects, NYC, with its restoration and repair 
of the existing main gate structures of Arlington National Cemetery near the Lincoln 
Memorial, features an upper terrace with views of the cemetery and Monuments of 
Washington. On the terrace there will be an arc of large glass panels on which quotations 
from servicewomen will be etched. The sun will reflect these historic words on the wall below 
in the Education Center. At the lower terrace in front of the hemicycle wall will be the 
reflecting pool and Court of Valor. The Education Center, located behind the hemicycle, will 
house a Hall of Honor, theater and the computer register of servicewomen. Through the data 
base, visitors will be able to access photos, military histories, and the individual stories of 
registered women. 
Construction costs of $14 million are funded by: a registration grant; proceeds from the sale 
of commemorative silver dollars (beautiful as pendants) ; corporate, organization, and 
individual donations; and a line of credit. Costs of equipping and furnishing the interior are 
estimated to be $6 million. 
I urge all our alumnae servicewomen to register and tell their experiences for posterity. 
Jefferson must have many women who have served our country. 
A $25.00 donation by check or charge card, made payable to WIMSA, will register each 
person. Each veteran, her friends or descendants, is asked to provide WIMSA with her name, 
branch of service, dates, a photograph (no photocopies) in uniform, if possible, and a short 
narrative of her most memorable military experiences. A form is available from WIMSA, 
Department 560, Washington, D.C. 20042-0560 or call 1-800-222-2294. Donations can be 
sent to the same address. Any amount would be welcome. $25 would pay to register someone 
unable to afford to do so. This is a non-profit organization for tax purposes, 50l(c) (3). 
WIMSA is also seeking artifacts to include in the Memorial's permanent collection. These 
include uniforms, medals, insignias, photographs, military equipment, etc. Call the curator's 
office 1-800-222-2294 for more information. 
Lois Longacre Kelly, '42 
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aeration Support Freedom 
Humanitarian Aid to Kiev 
June Dupnock '57 , 
Jeff nursing graduate 
met Dr. Willard Grubb '51 , 
Jeff Medical College graduate 
in Schwenksville, Pa, 
they helped load a 
40 foot container with 
donated medical supplies 
to be sent to Kiev, Ukraine. 
October 1993 June Dupnock, '57 was a participant in 
Hands Across the water educational exchange 
program in Kiev, Ukraine. She visited several 
hospitals and was appalled at what she saw. 
June, a Millville, New Jersey school nurse shared her 
concerns about the obsolete equipment, lack of 
medical and cleaning supplies with Mary Prychka 
and Helen Hudson, teachers from Mays Landing, 
New Jersey, Joan Woodruff, teacher from Vineland, 
New Jersey and their interpreter, Kathryn Stachejko 
of Bellmawr, New jersey. 
June said the medical equipment would have been 
obsolete in the United States more than 50 years ago. 
She noted that lack of medicines and medical 
supplies was so severe it made it almost impossible to 
give proper care. 
Mary Prychka added: "Everywhere we went in Kiev we saw people in need of things". The 
schools needed paper, however they do a lot with what they have. Supplies are scarce in 
both hospitals and schools. 
Kathryn Stachejko, the interpreter, suggested that they collect medical supplies and money. 
The five women formed the Humanitarian Aid Committee. They wrote letters to and/or 
personally contacted doctors , hospitals , schools, churches, agencies and friends , and made 
appeals for help through area newspapers, including the Press of Atlantic City. The 
response overwhelmed the committee. 
In August 1995, the committee plus some family members and others, went to 
Schwenksville, Pennsylvania where Charles and Arlene Butts had let them store donated 
items. They packed the items in a Sea-Land container. 
The committee gathered enough supplies to fill a 40 foot container full , top to bottom, front 
to back in only 6 months. A half hour before the container doors were closed, a kidney 
dialysis machine arrived from a doctor in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Many people dropped off donations at the Dupnock residence in Millville, so June spent a 
good part of the summer packing and weighing items and identifying the expiration dates. 
A man who was still limping as a result of an accident, donated his crutches. UPS delivered 
a box just signed from a teacher, Millville schools donated supplies they no longer used. A 
dental chair, other dental equipment, a whirlpool , stryker frame , wheel chairs, formula , and 
a sterilizer were received. Millville and Salem hospitals donated blood pressure machines. 
School doctors donated thousand of dollars worth of medicines, especially antibiotics. 
Doctors Henderson and Mintz delivered the supplies. 
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In addition to the equipment and supplies more than $ 1 000 d 
other things that were needed but could not b b . ' d .was onated. The committee bought batteries and 
incubator. If one is donated, th:y feel they could e o ta1~e . m Ukrame: The committee had hoped to get an 
going. pay to s tp ll to Matermty Hospital 4 where the other items are 
Every space was filled with medical equipment and su lies Th · · 
for a better tomorrow. Everyone who donated h 1 pp d . . e con tamer was sealed wllh love, tears and wishes 
the Water" and touching the lives of man olr . e pe dm any way was thanked for extending "Hands Across 
y peop e m nee . 
The United States government shipped the items free since it was an h · · . . 
due to arrive in Kiev Hospital Number 4 on Octob 25 1995 b umamtanan aid project. The container was 
er , Y way of the Black Sea and port of Odessa. 
Kathryn Stachejko has a friend in Ukraine. She ave him the ke h f . 
the medical supplies got to the intended hospit~ls. y t at lls the lock of the contamer to be sure that 
The project "snowballed" and was an overwhelming success. 
Excerpts from June Dupnock's letter and an article 
m the Press , Atlantic , NJ. Thursday August 17, 1995. 
POST SCRIPT 
~~~railer arri.ved in Kiev two weeks ahead of schedule, and the nurses were thrilled. Many boxes o o eratin 
, and hospital gowns were sent. The nurses said, now the entire staff have "n " th. if p .g 
Im glad we were able to help our own profession. ew mgs to wear. June said 
The following are excerpts from letters written b s R K hT · 
and department of Anesthesiology and Intensi y C. . l~mGs i m, Dr. of Anesthes10logy at Maternity Hospital #4 
ve are eroev Stalmgrada, 254210, Kiev, Ukraine. 
~:::~:~ ~17:r ;~~:~c~~~~~z ~~~,6;~1~;:i::;~p~~t::!~o~~.spital #4 in Kiev, Ukraine, we would like to 
Your sincere contribution of personal eff o t d f b . ~::.::';:':N :~~:~~ ;::}:';; ~~:;a;;;,;~~El~~;i;,;~n;;;~d't~','::r:;;'~, ':~;~~/;;:,~o;:/::,:k::; 
country. Your help will enhance our ability to treat patients :~~sp~1-r~:r~~:r1~ ;;~h a difjilicult tlime for .our 
a y ear. J' gyneco ogica operatwns 
Again thank you very much and God Bless you all. 
Sincerely, 
S.R. Kamshilin 
Dr. of Anesthesiology 
2.J 
fK Best Mousetrap 
Computers in Nursing 
Patricia A. Dunn, RNC, MSN 
Michele Donati, BS 
Computers are blowing through healthcare like a mountain wind. In fact, one of the earl~est 
nursing applications was pioneered in Mountain View, CA, by the NIH and El Ca~mo 
Hospital in the 1970's. Today, computers are affecting nursing practice a_nd the way patient 
care is provided. Computers are used for communication betwe_en nursmg, pharmacy, and 
laboratory; automated charting of vital signs from hemodynamic devices, documentation, 
medical record storage; and advanced imaging systems for radiology and ultra~ound. In 
other settings, computer systems facilitate the decision-makmg process for msurance 
precertification and help case managers track and match patient needs with care 
An Essential Tool . 
For nurses all over the Delaware Valley, computers are part of their ev~ryday r~~tine. Betty 
D l RN MSN from the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvama, says, Computers an ey, , , h " 
are just like blood pressure cuffs; they're one more tool that's ere to stay . 
In fact , it's hard to find a hospital setting where nurses don't use computers. ~orothy 
W · l k RN MSN manager for nursing projects, Frankford Hospital, Torresdale Division, Ojty a ' , ' d f L d M d. l 
and Michelle Wargo, RN , computer support coordinator, Our La y o our es . e ic~ 
Center, say that staff nurses working in these facilities use the TDS 4000 syste:U daily. t~is 
program allows for order entry and communication. among the_ respective hospital 
departments, documentation of medication admmistration and patient assessment, and 
generation of patient profile and treatment reports. 
Computers for critical care and labor and delivery areas automatical~y gather patient 
information such as blood pressure and heart rate from physiological momtors, which saves 
nurses time by eliminating manual charting. 
bl f l ·t · g In the Labor and These same systems often provide the a i ity or centra mom orm . 
Delivery Unit at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvama, for example, the Cygnet 
system is used for central monitoring tracings. Soon all patient records from the Labor and 
Delivery period will be stored on this system and reports will be forwarded to the Maternal-
Infant Units. 
Nurses also use computers to classify patients according to acuity and plan staffing 
requirements. Reportedly, staffing has been adjusted in hospi_tals_ a_s a result of effective 
documentation and analysis of patient acuity, something which is difficult to do without the 
aid of computers. Additionally nurse managers and clinical specialists use computers as a 
tool for managing budget information and writing policies. 
Outside of hospitals , nurses are using computers extensively in managed care 
environments. In fact , according to Gary M. Owens, MD, senior medical director, and 
Daniel c. Lyons, MD, vice president of health services, all nurses at Independence Blue 
Cross are involved with automated systems in one way or another. 
One of the major systems used at Independence Blue Cross is Optimed, which helps nurse 
reviewers make precertification decisions for procedures. This system prompts the nurse to 
ask standardized questions, depending on the procedure. Opti~ed then uses clm_ical 
algorithms that analyze the data entered into the system to determme whether t~e pane~~ 
meets procedure criteria and if the surgery is appropriate. Such computer determmat10n i 
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based on national guidelines established by experts in the field. If the patient does not meet approved criteria, 
the nurse further analyzes the information and either decides to approve the procedure or discuss it with a 
physician. 
Although these systems are valuable screening tools, they cannot replace nurses' clinical judgment. According to 
Jamie Stanton, director of patient care management at Independence Blue Cross, nursing knowledge is essential 
for proper interpretation of information and subsequent action. Independence Blue Cross employs approximately 
175 nurses to look at utilization of healthcare services, determine lengths of stay, and decide on the appropriate 
inpatient or outpatient setting for procedures. The nurses also venture into the hospitals to get medical 
information and relay it directly via modem, thus facilitating faster payments for the provider. 
Driving Forces for Computerization 
The decision to computerize is influenced by the need for: a reliable and less expensive method to store patient 
records, dependable and faster communication between departments, quick access to laboratory results, and 
standardized documentation. Additionally, computerized patient information may be accessed and processed at 
multiple locations, which can boost efficiency. For example, a practitioner in the office doesn't have to wait for 
physical transportation or faxing of records if the records are accessible by computer. 
Computerization also helps providers communicate with insurers in a timely manner, which in turn, results in 
better patient service. Procedures can be approved in a more timely manner and care can be coordinated 
among all parties involved. Many systems are also linked for billing. In the future, this will reduce the need for 
duplicating paper records and manual abstracting of medical record information. 
Learn 'Em or Leave 'Em 
The use of computers involves a major change in the practice and routine of nurses. While some adapt easily, 
others have more difficulty. Kathy Scanlon, RN, MS, associate director, clinical systems, at the University of 
Pennsylvania Health System, says the biggest challenge in bringing in a new system is the "massive amount of 
change required across the institution" - regardless of the employees' receptivity or willingness to participate. 
Frankford-Torresdale's Wojtylak and Our Lady of Lourdes' Wargo concur that resistance to change was the 
greatest obstacle in implementing their new computer systems. Judi Hannigan, RN, BSN, staff development 
educator, Frankford-Torresdale, says that some nurses left during orientation because they couldn't handle 
computers. Conversely, nurses who had left Frankford returned because they disliked working at hospitals that 
weren't computerized. 
Still, the benefits of computerization are not always immediately recognized by staff, because the learning 
curve initially makes some tasks more time consuming. However, as skill and comfort rises , staff may begin to 
realize the benefits of computerization. Wargo says the convenience of computerization was really driven home 
to our Lady of Lourdes staff when the computer system crashed and they were forced to revert to manual 
charting. 
When implementing a new computer system, many believe it's important to involve clinicians at all levels from 
the early stages of system selection, to development, through implementation. For example, at the Hospital of 
the University of Pennsylvania, a nursing task force made up of staff nurses from various departments and 
specialties was assembled to guide the implementation of the ALLTEL system, which was selected for hospital 
wide order entry and documentation of patient care information. 
These nurses originally developed content for charting screens and will stay involved in the project in the role 
of trainers or "super-users". Nursing task forces and super-users are vital resources even after the 
implementation of a computer because there will inevitably be system revisions , new functions, or even 
completely new systems in the future . 
When considering challenges to overcome, it is important that a bad manual process is not duplicated via 
computer documentation. If the staff is frustrated with the paper system, expect the same if the process is 
replicated on the computer. Before automating documentation, assess the utility of the current manual process 
and incorporate positive changes into the automation process. One incentive for staff buy-in is that use of a 
computer for documentation is a chance to improve a process they may feel is deficient. 
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Other challenges center around system limitations. For example, two different computer systems anhe same 
hos ital , such as admissions and laboratory, may not communicate or interface with each other, which means 
tha~the same information has to be entered into each system separately. Unfortunately no on.e syste.m on the 
market will meet the needs of all institutions or specialties; howevn, progress is bemg made m the mdustry to 
develop systems on platforms which can more easily share data while keepmg their umque funcuons . 
The Future System . l f · l 
Computers are here to stay. Technology is rapidly advancmg to accommodate the comp ex manna , . 
administrative, and clinical needs of healthcare systems. Hand-held devices or laptops mounted on a devi~e 
similar to an intravenous pole or on mobile cart may be implemented. And chmcal computer software wil 
soon be able to link nursing interventions and patient outcomes directly from on-hne chartmg. 
To support these advances , managers need to divert more of their budge~s to accommodate needed computers 
and related supplies. And computer education needs to be incorporated mto schools of nursmg and hospital 
inservices to help prepare nurses in all areas to better use and develop future systems for nursmg care. 
P t . · A D nn RNC MSN is a clinical nurse specialist in obstetrical nursing at the Hospital of the University of a ncia . u , , ' 1 .r N · h h · Pennsylvania. She holds a joint appointment at the University of Pennsylvania Schoo OJ ursmg w ere s e .'s a 
clinical lecturer and instructor. Michele Donati , BS, is a systems administrator in the Department of Obstetncal and 
Neonatal Nursing at the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. 
reprinted with permission of 
The Nursing Spectrum, April 22, 1996 
Today 
There are two days in every week about which we should not worry, two days which 
should be kept free from fear and apprehension. 
One of these days is Yesterday, with its mistakes and cares, its faults and blunders, its 
aches and pains. Yesterday has passed forever beyond our control. 
All the money in the world cannot bring back Yesterday. We cannot undo a single act 
we performed; we cannot erase a single word we said. Yesterday is gone. 
The other day we should not worry about is Tomorrow, with its possible adversities, its 
burdens, its large promise and poor performance. Tomorrow is also beyond our 
immediate control. 
Tomorrow's sun will rise either in splendor or behind a mask of clouds - but it will 
rise. Until it does , we have no stake in Tomorrow, for it is yet unborn. 
This leaves only one day _ Today. Any man can fight the battles of just one day. It is 
only when you and I add the burdens of those two awful eternities - Yesterday and 
Tomorrow - that we break down. 
It is not the experience of Today that drives men mad - it is remorse or bitterness for 
something which happened Yesterday and the dread of what Tomorrow may bnng. 
submitted by Beulah Borton 
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~ristmas, As a Prisoner of War 
Madeline Ullom's memorable Christmas, 
as a prisoner of war of the] apanese 
Madeline Ullom's most memorable Christmas was her - third and last - one as a World War II prisoner of war 
of the Japanese in the Philippines - December 25 , 1944. 
"It was very sad in a way," she said in a recent interview. "There were about 600 children under the age of 16 
in the camp. The first year, we tried to make toys out of anything we could find . But by the third year, we were 
using even the hems of dresses for bandages, and there was nothing for making toys. 
Madeline and Tucson Mayor George Miller were the featured speakers at a program celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of Victory in Japan (VJ) Day at the Veterans Medical Center September 1. 
Mayor Miller was a Purple Heart recipient. Lt. Col. Madeline Ullom, Retired, was an Army nurse. A POW for 
three years, she was liberated at Santa Tomas Internment Camp on February 3, 1945. 
"The injured called us The Angels," Madeline said. "The Japanese bombed, shelled and strafed us the clock 
around ... We did not lack for courage or lack the will to fight. We were taken captive, but our spirit remained 
invincible. 
In all of her 84 years , her most frightening experience was when the enemy took over Manila , where she was 
stationed as a 2nd Lieutenant. After being confined six weeks on Corregidor, they were moved to Santa Tomas 
Internment Camp. The Japanese emphasized that the death penalty could be provoked on any offense against 
them - not only to the offender, but to 10 members of the same unit. 
Madeline was on duty when one of the doctors , a veterinarian who was in charge of the food , asked for rations 
to feed the patients. In about five minutes , two shots were fired. No one ever saw him again. 
Patients with temperatures of 100 degrees or less had to be discharged from the hospital. These patients 
suffered from malnutrition, exhaustion, tropical diseases and war wounds. As they fell by the wayside, they were 
clubbed, bayoneted and beheaded by the Japanese soldiers, she said. 
If an internee looked up at an American plane flying over, the punishment was to stand in the hot sun without 
food or drink until the sun set. 
On Christmas Day, each inmate had one tablespoon of unrefined sugar and a spoonful of jam added to his 
meager diet of watery boiled rice and sparse vegetable stew. 
"Filipino civilians planned to give each of us an egg for Christmas. They were very rare , each one worth about 
$1.30. We were all eagerly looking forward to this treat. But when the truck came to deliver the eggs, the Japanese 
guards turned them away. They wouldn't let us have the eggs," Madeline said. 
When seven internees died in 20 hours and the American doctor refused to change the cause of death on the 
certificates from malnutrition and starvation, he was placed in jail and then executed. Internees were not dying 
fast enough, so liquidation was planned. Just in time, the Americans returned to liberate them. 
"It was the happiest day of my life," Madeline said. 
Later she was stationed with the Army of Occupation in Heidelberg, Germany, for two years. After 26 years of 
service she retired in 1964 as a lieutenant colonel and moved to Tucson for her health. 
Her honors and awards fill her home, and she continues to receive them. Among many she received this year 
are The Patrick Henry Award for Loyal and Dedicated Service to Humanity and the Military Order of the World 
Wars. Two years ago she reviewed the troops with Major General Samuel A. Lefler at Ft. Huachuca. 
"Isn't it something? It kind of staggers me when I stop and think about it. Usually I don't have time to think 
about it," she said. 
In addition to being in great demand as a speaker, Madeline enjoys painting, swimming, hiking, reading and 
gardening. A world traveler, she has ridden elephants in Jaipur, India: visited Turkey, India , Thailand and Greece: 
and has returned to the Philippines four times. 
By Faye Brown 
for Arizona Senior World 
November 1995 
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�estroom Policy
To: a l l  employees 
From: Hum an Resources 
Re: RESTROOM USE POLICY 
In  an effort to increa e employee producti i cy and decrease corporate expenses , management is institu ting a 
Reslroom Use Pol icy. In the past , employees were permi t led to make trips 10 the re noom under informal 
guide l i nes. Effective March 1 ,  1996, a res troom trip policy wi l l  be established to provide a more consisten t 
method of cost control  through accoun ting for each employee's restroom rime and ensuring equal treatmen L o f  
all employees. 
Under the policy, a '' Restroom Tr ip Banktt wUI be establ ished for each employee the first day of each month. 
Employees will be given twen ty (20) re troom credi ts .  These credits may be accumula ted .  
Wi th in  two weeks, t he  en t rance doors to  a l l  restrooms wi l J  be  equipped wi th personnel identification stations 
and compu ter-l inked vo i ce print recognition devices. Before the end of February, each employee mus e  provide 
two copies of voice prints, (one  normal , one under stress) to the Human Resources department. The voice prin t  
recogni tion station wi l l  be ope.ra tional , bu t  not restrictive, for the month of March. Employees shou ld acquain t 
themselves with the cation during the month of March . 
I f  the employee' trip bank balance reaches zero, the doors lo Lhe restroom wiU not un lock for that employee's 
voice um i J  the fi rsl o f  the next month .  ln addi t ion , all restroom stalls are being equ ipped wi th timed paper-ro l l  
retractors. I f  the stall i s  occupied for more than three minu tes, an alarm wi l l  sound. thiny seconds after the alarm 
sounds the roll of paper will ret ract in to the wait , the toilet wi.ll flush . and lhe stall door will open. If the stall 
remains occupied , your picrnre will be taken . 
The picture will then b posted on the bul letin board . Anyone' picture showing up three times will immediately 
be term inated. I f  you have any questions about  th .is policy, please ask your supervisor. lhey hav,e all received 
advanced in tructions 
Thank you . 
Grandma� Off Her Rocker 
l n  the dim and distant past
When tifes tempo wasn't fast,
Grandma used to rock and knit
Crochet, tat and babysit . 
When we were in a jam 
We could always count on Gram 
l n  the age. of gracious living
Grandma's l i fe. was one.
ow Grandma's at the gym 
Exercis ing to keep slim. 
She's off touring with the bunch 
Or taking friends out to lunch. 
Driving north to fish or hike , 
taking time lo ride her bike, 
o thing seems to block o r  top her
ow tha t Grandma's off her rocker.
Submitted by Ruth Sellers Johnson '30 
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-liS:mmittee Reports 
Bulletin Committee 
We enjoyed doing the Bulletin and we hope you enjoy reading it. 
Many thanks to all who contributed to the publishing of the bulletin, especially to our proof readers who went 
through it with a fine tooth comb. I'm sure there will be errors, after all, we're only human and humans do make 
errors. 
Thank you for sending your interesting articles and contributions of news, etc., which after all, is what the Bulletin 
is all about. 
Its time to start planning for the 1997 Bulletin - so keep sending items and articles of interest, no abbreviations please. 
Peg Summers 
Chair, Bulletin Committee 
Development Committee Report 
1996 
The Development Committee wishes to thank each one of you for your generous giving, support and loyalty to 
our Alumni Association. All contributions received after the Bulletin goes to press will be gratefully accepted and 
acknowledged. However, your name will not appear in the Bulletin as a contributor. 
So far in 1996 we have received 12 matching gifts, and we thank you. REMEMBER - TO DOUBLE YOUR 
DOLLARS - If you or your spouse work for a matching gift (grant) company, by including the completed 
matching gift form with your contribution, you could double and in some cases triple your dollars. Matching gift 
donors receive a thank you from the Alumni Association and the University. 
January 1, 1996 to August 15, 1996, (press time) total contributions (including matching gifts, memorial gifts, 
general and scholarship funds) were $22,709.00. 
1925 - 1929 - $226.00 Dorothy Confer Stephens Mildred Gorman Jeffers 
Lillian Dilliard Hartman '25 Thelma Fesmire Edson Mildred Smith O'Connor 
Mildred Kroupa Okunishi '25 Virginia M. Fuller 
Pauline Wall Still '26 1931 - $365.00 
Filomena Tiracchia Doherty '27 Mildred Schoch McGee 1933 - $485.00 
Mary Stauffer Malick '28 Dorothy T. Peterson Pauline Helman Kough 
Frances Pierson Woolf '28 Helen Walp Hubbard Dorothy Steele Norris 
Hazel Besecker Beach '29 Evelyn Reeser Arnold Catherine Gray Paine 
Frances Wildonger '29 Mary Crowe Murtha Anna Woodring Crofford 
Joyce Frantz '29 Virginia Emmert Leo Kathryn West Magin 
Eleanor Watt Hager Katherine Kinch Leach 
1930 - $200.00 Anna Scafa Scanlan Elizabeth Romich Cobb 
Minnie Souder Ruh Ruth Cornell Williams 
Ruth Sellers Johnson 1932 - $215.00 Martha Long Garver 
Minnie Underkoffler Humphrey Marie Scherer Maxwell 
Marian Lewis Petrosky Thelma Showers Morris 1934 - $265.00 
Margaret Spatz Gauger Lucille Harpel Margaret Yarnall Snear 
Dorothea Bulette Watson Dorothy Raubenhold 
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Julia Tyler McCracken 
Kathleen Warner Armitage 
Helen Reimer Motsay 
Marie Keene Lawton 
Betty Piersol 
Mildred Myers Smith 
Evelyn Wilson Frazier 
Kathryn Hoffman Snader 
1935 - $335.00 
Evelyn Rolland Curran 
Margaret Armstrong Tunnard 
Esther Patton Weber 
Ellen Crawford Teague 
Mary Coles Moore 
Frances Kelly Fisher 
Martha Latsha Tharp 
Helen McDaniels Hall 
Marian Battin Coutts 
Martha Willing King 
Esther Latsha Neidig 
1936 - $240.00 
Marian Smith 
Elinor Farber Brosious 
Myra Cleo Snyder Dunkle 
Margaret Pound Ransom 
Lydia K. Yerkes 
Evelyn L Dute 
Elizabeth Stephan Miller 
Mildred Cook Cox 
Emma Painter Lanzetta 
Juanita Manier Schetting 
Thelma Marks Saylor 
1937 - $250.00 
Harriet Spatig Zeller 
Margaret C. Taylor 
Gladys Welty Reichard 
Alice Leatherman Fulmer 
Caroline Hill Masuda 
Elizabeth Killinger Mowday 
Jean Heine Arnold 
1938 - $340.00 
Juliet Umberger Light 
Anita Bryan Eisner 
Edith Gendebien Reeves 
Elinor Miller Wentzell 
Madeline Ullom Dorothy A. Groman 
Wilma Benner Lewis Dorothy Kisbaugh Freeman 
Matilda Snare Finn Sophia Pickens Driscoll 
Lida Pardee Goodell 
Mary Roeder Copeland 
Frances Huston Rumberger 
Ruth Hughes Fratini 
Harriet H. Werley 
Frances Soltys Walicki 
Sara Kelly Little Helen Swan Joslin 
Dorothy Null Drennen Ruth Kiefman Giletto 
Margaret Summers 
1939 - $240.00 Geraldine Williams Waters 
Grace Bird Peterson Roberta De Remer Coble 
Julia Smey Kennedy 
Dorothy Ranck Long 1942 - $690.00 
Olga Dygan Mitchell Dorothy Fraley Templeton 
Harriet Kellner O'Connor Angela Clark 
Ada Smith Ford Rosalyn Hosterman Boyle 
Grace Roller Castner Ruth Thorp West 
Elizabeth Martin Doyle Sylvia Hendrickson 
: I Charlotte Davenport Dorothy Edgar Burns 
Mary Schwab Gregg Rose Pesci Nicastro 
Lorraine Pensinger Phillips Anna Alexander Krall 
Alice Boschert Phelan 
1940 - $580.00 
Stella Jedrziewski Wawrynovic 
Ellen McCurley Steward 
Virginia Hauser Heckman 
Alice Freed Moore Irene Lauver Polner 
Dorothy Cohick Rosenberg Mary Jane Lardin Braid 
Janet Hicks Talbot Alice C. Boehret 
Dorothy McComb Talbot 
Hope Kramer Mood 
Lois Longacre Kelly 
Mary Martin McCoy 
Doris Gresh DeLong 
Goldie Byers Pringle 
Madaline Kinch Knight 
Rhoda Burg Weisz 
Sara VanTilburg Cattermole Gladys Reed White 
Ellora Endicott Meyer Sally McHugh Luscombe 
Mary E. Flyte Rosser Ferne Paff Lubin 
Ruth Ritter Holbrook 
Judy Elliott Kesselring 1943 - $420.00 
Alma Shaffer Shofstall Ruth Painter Greener 
Averene Summerfield Murphy Esther Milewski Kahn 
Bernice Wigglesworth Sprecher Ruth Sunderland 
Ellen Remensnyder Carlton Marion Dalgleish Gabuzda 
Helen Gipe Loughry Kathryn Rutt Combs 
Margaret Brainard Scull 
1941 - $730.00 Helen Steinmetz Tananis 
Gene Roush Jerabek Betty Metzger Shaw 
Jean Lockwood Wagner Dolores Davis Wilkinson 
Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush Elaine Meyle Trankley 
Beatrice Raub Staron 
Ethel Heller Todaro 
Virginia King Parry 
Clara Snyder Fitts 
Ann Lois Davis Cabry 
Amanda L Smith 
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1944 - $155.00 Muriel Hopkins Scott Joyce Spangler Weik 1950 - 635.00 ] oyce Mangle Simpkins Marge Cordner Baker 
Mary Snook Smolkovic Capt. Jeanne Supplee Arlene Yohey Watkins Janet Hindson jean McCoy Pachelbel Joan Elbertson McGinnis 
Charlotte Stover Ellenbogen Elizabeth Nissler Black CDR Sophia H. Gormish NC Emily Nash Hollenbach Barbara Wilhelm Tichian Marilyn Robertson Glauber 
Geraldine Schreffler Meyer June Spalding Eyerly USN/Ret Mary Moore Brumbaugh Carole Ferry Rosie 
Emily Robinson Whitenack June Beer Klinger Rachel Irivne Herbert Joan Christman Clauss 1953 - $245.00 ] ean Krasnisky Pike 
MaryLou Gaston Stewart Marguerite A. Baker Baker Betty Towsey Daughenbaugh Marilyn Buxton Gould Cathleen Margiasso Keating Joan Walker Randolph 
Maureen Sharpless McCool Laura Patterson Hart Lois Patricia Zong Wealthy Morrow Shutt Janet Edwardsen Meredith Geraldine Savidge Martin 
Rosie Smith Jones Marilyn Morrison Hecksher Lois Bilger Kelley Rose Glaudel Mulligan Jane Reimer Lemmon Marguerite Johnson Domenick 
Marjorie Lambert Swindlehurst Anna Heishman Koert Phyllis Russell Szewczak Jane Heffelfinger Whipple Thelma Heist Goodhart Norma Dawson 
Jane Handy Ward Althea Quairiere Snow Shirley Mackley Hoffert Sharon Lavelle Kelly 
1945 - $730.00 Nelmah Faust Shaffer Mercedes Geil Weber Clara Richardson Flynn Marilyn Fullerton Bower 1957 - $440.00 
Charlotte Cooper Phillips Inez Cornelius Mirenda Ruth Swinehart Merroth ] oyce Weidner Mest Rose Marie Tomasello 
Audrie DeCoursey Johnson 1947 - $879 .00 Anne Olivia Carballo Rita Krestynick Bolinsky Marjorie Fallon Smith 
Catherine T. Betz Ann Zimmerman Boyer Norma Grundon Bicking June Matsuo Fujita 1954 - $389 .00 Nancy Blair D'Angelo 
] ane Bellis Mack Marie Oesterle Thiers Catherine Johnson Haas Anne Warner Breach Barbara Newcombe Georgann Jacobs Miller 
Rita Vitetta Labate Elizabeth Golden Cooper Doris Haines Stevens jean Hohe Larkin Barbara Lynch Hummer Peggy Eckhart Hess 
Lillian Utterbach Herrick Laura Bielon Tobia Faye Deiter Groff Helen Sheriff Rightor Janet Seckinger Marshall Jeanne Seely Abbott 
M. Elaine Anderson Barrick Barbara Hendershot Marks Betty Parsons Konjusky Ellen Baran Stahl Barbara Reiner Bachman Gladys Wilson Kitchen 
Evelyn Sherick Sell Paula Correnti Tyler Dorothy Peterson Turnbow Germaine Ross Nadler Janet Herring Oswald Barbara Shannon Bellus 
Betty Meyer Greenwood Arlean V Miller Mildred Cohen Hindman Elizabeth Laskowski Greenlee Mary Billig Carter Julia Fernandez Placencia 
Dorothy Ace Roberts Marie Baloga Peters Kathryn Hafer Eyrich Margaret Henry] ones Doris Henry Schramm Mary Eichmann Cowen 
j ean Fishel Carter Virginia Sturges Lawrence Christina Morrison Blasius Twila Anderson Sanborn Phyllis Barrett Ostman Carol Hyland Gray 
A. Janice Kline Jacoby LaDean Beattie Kramp Mercedes Breen Christ Ann Scarlett Jordan Margaret Burrows-Pegg Rodal 
Anna Kuba Mariea Buffum Hunter Doris Burke Hano 1951 - $595.00 Sarah Hindson Wagner 
Beata Butzer Shaw Margaret M. Cossman Dorothy Diehl Dickie Jane Hawk Aires Mary Ann Stauffer 1958 - $695.00 
Audrey Haleski Kahoun Elizabeth K. Prisnock Aileen Hickey Wapner Barbara Edwards Beam Rena Sauvageot Graham Barbara Hand Brodovsky 
Christine Lindes Park Florence Bell Mitchell Margaret Basler Blaine Nancy Thompson Powell Jean Tomlin Dempsey Joan Harmer Tribolet 
Eileen Gingrich Ebling Betty Steward McConnell Irene Narcowich Kaufman Dorothy Dewees LaSasso Jane Snyder Wilgus Linda Doll Eppley 
Gladys Druckenmi.ller Backensto Helen Koerner Corrigan Bernadine M. Malinoski Lorraine A. jeitner Naomi May Davis Edna Lockwood Hneleski 
Geraldine Eshelman Meryweather Elizabeth Martin Spencer Shirley Darling Horowitz Elizabeth Moll Chevola Barbara Beard Garzon 
Florence Carlson Harley Ruth Grover McCormick Nadine Dopirak Fetsko Louise Simonson O'Neill 1955 - $430.00 Louise Williams Dunn 
Florence Schmick Howanitz Julia C. Stout Ethel DeWitt Gerst Barbara Smith Drosalino Riccio Riffle 
Jane Black Guerin 1949 - $560.00 Ruth Young Roth Adrienne Marasco Rodgers Darlene Stoudt Bleile 
1946 - $1,200.00 Doris Young Moore Theresa Bushek Poli ] oanne Shoemaker Verbinski Dawn Deitman john Barbara Wilson Kelso 
Geraldine Hart Rocke! Judith Morrett Hess Lorraine Milewski McCall Jeanette Plasterer M. Jane Hancock Muriel LeVan Keller 
Betty Marie Weldon Saunderlin Janet Edwards Maurer Louise Dietz Strayer Jeanne Holzbaur McLaughlin Audrey Titlow Priga Lois Boeckel Toomey 
Idabelle Reeder Hartley Catherine Prendergast Doris Graver Schuman Mary Kate Weber-Morgan Susan Watson Simoneau Annunciata Sakella Daneman 
Jan e Jerrett Fox Martha High Hershberger Major jean E. Mease USAF/Ret Barbara Duckworth Arkes Marjorie Roberts Boyer Geneva Huntsinger Bowman 
Dorothy Fessler Carol Stevens Covert M. Lucille Flavell Henkelmann Marian Hoffman Narbuth Nannette DeLong Smith Mary Ellen McDonald 
Mary Holzman McQuown Mary Pavulak Swan Marjorie Ball Hoeck Dolores Pauster Gorham Marilyn Romano Whyte Nancy Beard Griggs 
Jeanne L. Lebkicher Elizabeth Pyle Miller Carolyn Sprenkel Marchione Marian Thorp Williams Elizabeth Jones Hubbs Yvonne Foster King 
Emelia Nasveschuk Hayman Hilda Crane Lineweaver Phyllis Schadel Huntzinger Phyllis Gerhard McClure Anita Claton Pittala Mabel Rennebaum Hollender 
Gloria Becker Kovack Mildred Klingerman Ertwine Margaret Hackerl Pontzer Grace Lehr Carleton Dolores Wisotzkey Spirt Mary Jane Keelins Pileggi 
Ellen Rowan Stephens Jane Treon Reitz Helen Daugherty Barrett Virginia Wesley Dorman Joyce Ingling Salazar Patricia Endo Watanabe 
Jeanne Herr Burkins Harriet Knerr Heffner Bette Mengel Borkey Nina Davis Weller Marianne Pratt Shinkevitch B. Jeanne Bushey Metz 
Elaine Stong Kimbel Barbara Brown Breen Louise Zug Souders Elizabeth Patten Ward Marie Sarappa Keenan 
Freida Mosser 1948 - $720.00 Florence Servello McAlpin Nancy Kostenbauder Tibbens Lorraine Niemczura Skinner 
M. Elizabeth Allison Koch j ean Shirey Wighaman Allene Hanna Gallagher 1959 - $620.00 
Louisa Ellison Eudy Louise Swartz Lorah Elsie Skvir Nierle 1952 - $205.00 1956 - $625.00 Nancy Davis Crawford 
Josephine Pispeky Warner Nancy Weikel Ritzman Ruth Lange Wettig Anne Oberholtzer Brugger Betty Depo Miller Vera Stevens Myers 
Claire Shottin Hogue Betty j ohns Budrow Marie Kautz Larsen Margaret Faust Keates Florence Roche Judith Wright Bloes 
E. Dorothy Gilardone Strachan Sally Newkirk Boydelatour ] ean Beard Davison Jeanne Flanagan Ryan Helen Wisniewski Hervada Kathleen Adams Moody 
Jeanne Null Collevechio Patricia Long Haupt Fay Johnson Pepperman Nancy Groh Messick Ann Kneidel Betty Ann Hughes Kosko 
Alice Caldwell Hornickel Hazel Trimmer Barkdoll Jane Kauffman Miller Ann Savage Walters Noreen King Poole Anne Major Jones 
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Carol Jones Marcie Grieshaber Moore Kay Farber Matejkovic Judith McCullough Backstrom 1973 - $270.00 Elena Schjavland 
Joanne Scherer D'Alonzo Janice Panick Billick Pamela Johnson Drzik Lorie Crumlish Brown J oAnne Bender Beverlee O'Neill Askenase 
Angelina Gardier Hagan Joan Spece Cassandra Starry Rogers Linda Meachum Scheetz Shelah Haberman Luber 
Jane Hudson Carolee Swalm Mitchell Julia Connelly Flynn Patricia Neveras Coley Kate Felix 1978 - $165 .00 
Sally Little Danyo Margaret Bonner Furey Susan Wilhour Croom Patricia Moffitt Mueller Catherine Aukerman Salvato Alice Leisch Guarino 
Nancy Knoll Viereck Suzanne Rumberger Holden Margaret Fischer McGroarty Janet Ball Lyons Mary Beth Henry Terry Keating Sandman 
Irene Delikat Grady Carole Costello Tomlinson Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej Susan Broadwater Franklin Leslie Wilkinson Stickley 
Carol Karnes Wenzel Rosemary Cashman Smith Adrienne Lowe Daughenbaugh 1969 - $510.00 Elizabeth McGrory Berry Sharon McNeal Yuras 
Janet Klinestiver Mosley Marian Krahling Hammond Elaina Conrad Jacoby Hope Russo Schooley Mary Woltemate Stec Linda Heinold Muelenaer 
Elizabeth A. Ossman Cheryl Knauer Weber Marilyn Bergner Linda Mrvica Lee Jacobson Rhonda Mote Pierce 
Nancy Wood Cohen 1963 - $465.00 Lois Russell Foxen Sandra Ramsay Bauer Mary Ann Roddy Puglis Diane Warden Carugno 
Colleen Mooney Wagner Peggy Hannigan Bethanis Karen Lynch Bayers Freda Gansky Feldman Margaret Morthorst Kathleen Schade Toomey 
Jean Allen McConnell Judith Abbott Buzzell Marianne Gaspari Collins Jan Stasche' Vanderveer 
1960 - $515.00 Judy Butler Yost Bonnie Sandt Inglis Annie Eldredge Kahn 1974 - $285.00 
Nancy Taylor Ward Doris Shoemaker Townsend Beverly]. Wallace Marjorie Lambert Gibson 1979 - $425.00 
Judith Ruebman Mearig Mary Lou Keim McGinn 1966 - $360.00 Linda Lake Boyle Barbara Graf Carmen W Russo 
Martina Martin Dorothy Fanelle Brown Jean Lashinski Strelzik Kristina Hancock Reede MargaretJane Smith Sandra Lee Smith 
Madeline Henly Glass Nancy Gallagher Lenora Weiner Schwartz Barbara Bokal Karen Richard Emerle Anita Finkelman 
Joan Driscoll Kelley Loretta Rich Kurland Clare Marie Karabasz Daveen Jones Edmiston Betty Ann Beck Hedges Theresa McGlynn Rupp 
Claire Corson Scott Suzanne Vache' Blackburn Bonnie Ann Crofford Linda Zwick Reichel Debora K. Boyle-Borkowski Linda C. Robinson 
Barbara Heaps Vitelli Mary Anne Dutt Vernallis Patricia Downey Houck Vera Paoletti Ann Bennett Townsend Diane Bellace Goll 
Carolyn Ressler Goepfert Janice Heblich Nadeau Susane Berkowitz Zamitis Marlene Sovin Burgess Maureen Kelly Lefevre Karen Hollander Bernardini 
Judith Haas Stauffer Mary Elizabeth Speicher Gillin Mary Lou Smith Lebsack Susan Sheaffer Cantwell Laurel Goldburg Gutter 
Linda McKillip Ely Joann R. Brosious Judith Hagelgans Hoefle 1970 - $85.00 Jeanne Giardina Stanton Sharon Marie Miller Chilton 
Catherine Bulkley York Dianne Abele Rehman Judith Lawrence Winckles Gail Kaempf Julie Jennings Fenimore Robin Flynn Butto 
Evonne Farris Taylor Ann Williams Fronduti Carol Denise Kolsky Margaret Connors Marchant Melanie Harkins Lack 
Gini Longhitano Lucille Scriber Barbara Schermer Ruehl Gail Johnston Gallagher 1975 - $385.00 Deborah Samuel Timpano 
Sally Ann Giorgio Harris Lyn Jones Cunningham Judith Kennett Tracy Trish Deal Gallagher Maryanne Bartoszek Scott Terri Schwarz Burditt 
Nancy Scull Brainard Judith Phillips Dunn 
1961 - $500.00 1964 - $670.00 1971 - $235.00 Germaine Scott George 1980 - $135.00 
Barbara Greenawalt Eichhorn Margaret Grace David 1967 - $385.00 Grace Ann Spena Susanne McCullough Hoffman Marianne Maxwell Ostrow 
Loretta Davis Cunninghame Isabelle Kroupa Erb Rita Haedel Becchetti Judith Jones Janet Holliday Reed Marijo Hillman 
Clare Lynch Barbara Nase Anderson Verna McCafferty Walters Lynn M. Streeper Jane Husband Mueller Clare Retay Ebersole 
Elizabeth Conley Bearden Margaret Dahlmann Coopey Linda Goodman Elizabeth Gore Coughlin June Matthews DeMoya Susan Sullivan Lendzinski 
Mary Ellen Murdock Gilmore Beth Reed Amber Phillips Smith Kathryn VanDyke Hayes Theresa O'Brien Funt Susan Albrecht Curcio 
Barbara Borrell Fleishman Grace Greene Braun Karen Lawer Bedell Ruth Hoffman Pearson Regina Dreyer Klinger Donna Kloss Weaver 
Betty Lou Simonson Woods Jeraldine Marasco Kohut Marilyn Ruble Scelba Eileen Kubiak Burgo Donna Ranieri Ambrogi Patricia Dwyer Cappello 
Marjorie Ross Berrier Penelope Jones McAlees Linda Strege Jones Kathryn Hudak Behm 
Shirley Keller Hermann Patricia Gardner Marquette Paula Laros Rich Loretta Suber Heyduk 1976 - $190.00 1981 - $150.00 
Ethel Faust Bazemore Barbara Ciabocchi Violanti Carolyn Senkowsky Housman Eileen Blum Moran Janice Richmond Malloy Tamara Tichian Magenta 
Ann Barron McBeth Mary Lou Woerner Schubel Dr. Joan Reed Darden Mildred Newby Riff Mary Keller Mitchell Susan Sheaffer Schwab 
Patricia Caldwell Turnbull Barbara Hedenberg Narehood Sheila Schwartz Rich Sue Marriott Suzet-Parini Debra Graham McGarry 
Patricia Lewis Truitt Judith Lingenbrink Linker Jacqueline Simons Alvarez 1972 - $380.00 Karen Kasper Jordan I• 
Mary Ann Gravish Cushing Donna Rockhill Ruggieri Kathleen Konrad Battle Leslie May Tahsler 1982 - $235.00 
Marion Heilner McGarrey Margaret Kunzler Leach 1968 - $435.00 Mary Fisher Dembert Donna Orsine Simone Kathleen Santangelo Sharkey 
Theresa Capolarello Lipinski Valerie M. O'Donnell Karen Barnum Kushto Nancy Shaffer Esgrow Francine Pollock Miller 
Barbara Canal Obin Roanne Axelson Heise Elizabeth Masten Cahall Denise Auerbach Wychowanec 1977 - $240.00 Deborah Cava Frye 
Barbara Lenker Tredick Susan Guy Murschell Deborah Waters Wayne Susan Burrell Sawula Margaret O'Kane DeNicola 
1962- -$460.00 Virginia Bozarth Waldron Kathy Braucher Berkebile Clare McDonald Poplaski Barbara Kaminsky Leone 
Carol Sode Dotts 1965 - $525.00 Anne Vogel Clayton Mary Webb Hulick Judith McClellan Delucca Karen Tanner Frick 
Linda Linner Neveling Mary Bennett Rocheleau Shirley Dubis Poling Cheryl Baumgartner Meyer Roxanne Lasure Black Terry Sylvester 
Barbara Julius Brooks Judith Larson Moyse Kathleen Suber Mebus Sandra Snider Susan Gallagher Patricia Flynn Corey 
Patricia Koder Daniels Catherine Materio Teti Bonnie Inghram Siegrist Christine Quinn Hodder Linda Lotter Romano 
Susan Eckerd Leake Carolyn Widman Bohn Mary Squires Getz Eileen King Vanett Patricia Maro DeHart 
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Matching Grant Gifts 
January 1, 1996 to August 15, 1996 
Mobil Foundation, Inc. -
Mariea Buffum Hunter '4 7 
Rhoda Burg Weisz '42 
Gladys Druckenmiller Backensto '45 
Smith-Kline Beecham Foundation -
Jeanne Flanagan Ryan '52 
Exxon Matching Gift Program -
Helyn Long Romberg '3 7 
PS.E.G. (Public Service Electric Gas) -
Joyce Mangle Simpkins '52 
Abbott Laboratories Fund -
Joan Spece '62 
Cigna Foundation -
Geraldine Savidge Martin '56 
Johnson & Johnson -
Barbara Brown Breen '49 
The Merck Company Foundation -
Anita Claton Pittala '55 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Foundation -
Patricia Maro De Hart '77 
Temple-Inland Foundation -
Rosie Smith Jones '44 
Memorial Gifts 
Grace Jennings Dunkleberger '42 - donor Ann Alexander Krall '42 , classmate 
Barbara Bailey Roach '48 - donors Doris Haines Stevens '48, Althea Quairiere Snow '48, 
classmates 
Frances Brown Saunders '46 - donor Louisa Ellison Eudy '46, classmate 
Jane Cox Gay-Lesson '64 - donor Susanne Dvorak Klinger '64, classmate 
Deceased graduates reported for 1995 - donor Nurses' Alumni Association 
In January 1996 the memorial fund money for 1995 was given to Mercy Hospice -
a shelter for homeless women and children. 
Betty Piersol 
Chair, Development Committee 
Relief Fund Committee 
Jefferson Diploma Nurses! As you know, we, the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni associaiton, have a Nurses' "Relief 
Fund Trust. " The purpose of this trust is to assist the graduates of the School of Nursing (Diploma Program) and 
the White Haven School of Nursing, who are ill, disabled or in need of additional support or maintenance. 
The preliminary application found in the back of the Bulletin can be completed and sent to the Alumni 
Association Office. An additional form will then be sent to you by the committee. When completed and returned 
the committee will evaluate the request, determine the amount of assistance, and notify the applicant as soon as 
possible. All the information on the application is confidential. 
In the event you know of anyone that needs this type of assistance, or if you personally need assistance, do not 
hesitate to complete the application in the back of the Bulletin. 
This past year five of our graduates requested, and were granted, a monthly stipend. Also several others were sent 
single checks. Monetary gifts are sent at Christmas time to those graduates known to be homebound or in a 
nursing home. Birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to our graduates who celebrated their 80th or over 
birthday. 
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Satellite Committee 
There has been interest shown to continue the effort to establish Satellite Divisions of our Alumni Association. 
The ~entral Pennsylvania Divi.sion continues to be very active under the direction of Dorothy Long, '39. It is both 
a SOCial and educational funct10n. They meet five times a year, April, June, August, October and December. 
The newly formed Suburban. Philadelphia Division will begin their meetings in October. Members in the 
suburban area will receive notice of the first meeting in September. For information and/ · . 
Jane Ryan Dietrich, '59 - (610)272-0108. or suggestions contact. 
;,~ulthkJeOr~ey is expecting to start meetings this November. For information and/or suggestions contact· Joanne 
vve s o Donnell, "56 - (609)877-7783. . 
Hyou have interest on beginning a Satellite Division in your area, contact: the Alumni Office 0 ll J R Dietnch. (610)272-0108. r ca ane yan 
Clara Melville - Adele Lewis 
Scholarship Fund Committee 
1995-1996 
Five applications were sent and four returned. Scholarships were granted to the following graduates of the S h 1 
of Nursmg. c oo 
Ann Curcio - 1980 
Betty (Beck) Hedges - 1977 
Deborah (Tragresser) Sharpe - 1980 
Cecelia (Marion) Ellis - 1976 
We encourage graduates who are enrolled full time, or part time (for a minimum of six credits per semester) · 
a profgram .lehadhmg to a degree in nursing to apply for scholarship assistance, especially if financial probl~i~: 
mter ere wit t e complet10n of the program. 
If a close relative ~daughter, granddaughter (son) , niece, or nephew) of a graduate of the Diploma Pro ram lan 
to attend Jeffersons Nursmg Program, a scholarship could be granted, provided all other requirement: are !et. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Doris E. Bowman 
Chair, Scholarship Committee 
J.9 

Social Committee 
Dear Fellow Alumni, 
The Social Committee had a wonderful time planning the 63rd luncheon for May 4 , 1996. This year represented 
the lOlst anniversary of the Alumni Association and we wanted to make the luncheon especially memorable and 
special. From the compliments we received, we met our on-going goal. 
The basic format for the day was maintained. The membership's meeting was in the Solis-Cohen auditorium at 
10 AM; the cocktail/social hour was in the Eakins lounge and the West Courtyard following the meeting; and the 
luncheon was in the Jefferson Alumni Hall main dining room. The special part of the day is always seeing our 
classmates and fellow alumni, but this year we had the slides again of the Jefferson students , nursing sights and 
surroundings of years gone by. The pictures were on a repeating carousel slide projector so everyone could 
reminisce throughout the entire day. Many of the approximately 300 attendees remembered many of the old 
buildings and patient care areas. It was surprising how easily everyone was recognized on the slides. We haven't 
changed that much after all!! 
The main dining room had an array of plants on the tables that were suitable as hanging plant baskets for those 
fortunate enough to take them home. The bows on the hooks of the hanging baskets gave the room a very festive, 
joyful air. 
Hugs and thanks to Jeanne Kane, Vera Paoletti, and Hope Russo Schooley for their parts in having the luncheon 
go on so beautifully. Special thanks to Betty Piersol and Peg Summers who again took care of the invitations and 
money. The luncheon continues to be a success because we continue to work together so well. We would enjoy 
having additional alumni join us in the planning and hosting of the luncheon. Please contact us through the 
Alumni Office -(215) 955-8981. We welcome your ideas and assistance. 
Next year's luncheon is Saturday, May 3, 1997. Please mark your calendars; we'll be looking forward to seeing you. 
Paula]. Levine, RN , MBA 
Chair, Social Committee 
Dear Friend 
Because you are my friend , I see 
life in a different way, 
And joy I had not hoped to know, 
Adds sparkle to each day. 
A long forgotten memory 
arises from the past, 
Of all we are allowed to keep 
And things that never last. 
But seasons come and seasons go, 
And we remain a part 
Of all the true nobility 
We carry in our heart. 
A friend to understand and care, 
That's how it ought to be 
And so I pray the road you walk 
Is wide enough for me. 
Grace E. Easley 
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Lemoriam 
1919 Anna Fitzgerald Nissler 
1924 Jeanette Wasilko Phillips 
1940 Anna Stranko Russin 
1940 Esther D. Armitage Musselman 
1940 Mary Sue Banks Dale 1926 Caroline Aschenbrenner Maccallum 
(White Haven) 
1926 Emma Schaefer 
1941 Margaret Evans Koehler 
1931 Mildred English Hively 
1932 Rose A. Selgrath Dodson 
1933 Elizabeth H. Romich Cobb 
1934 Laura Klink Williams 
1942 Grace E. Jennings Dunkelberger 
1944 Lorraine Brown Priestley 
1945 Betty K. Covert Rhodes 
1948 Barbara Bailey Roach 
1949 Jean E. Mease 
1934 Edna Hastings Plagens 
1934 Harriet M. Fisher Thompson 
1934 Ruth Davis Wolfe 
1935 Jane Sharbaugh Ryan 
1935 Mildred Lyons Stouth 
1936 Rebecca Thornton Ingling 
1939 Mary Wasitosky Coll 
1951 Ida]. Snook Liebman 
1951 Delma K. Kehler Oxenrider 
1952 Grace Richard 
1954 Dolores Kuberski Stanley 
1956 Faith M. Stewart Graham 
1966 Mary L. Brecker Butkovich 
God's Garden Must Be Beautiful 
God looked around the garden, 
and found an empty space. 
He looked down upon the earth, 
and saw your tired face. 
He put his arms around you , 
and lifted you to rest. 
God's garden must be beautiful 
for he only takes the best. 
He knew that you were weary, 
and he knew that you were in pain. 
He knew that you would never, 
be well on earth again. 
He saw the roads were getting rough, 
and the hills were hard to climb. 
So he closed your weary eyelids, 
and whispered peace be thine. 
4.J 
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Nurses Alumni Association of 
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
Jefferson Nurses Alumni Membership 
Present Name-------------------------------
Wife or husband------------------------------
Present Address------------------------------
(Street and Number) 
(City) (State) 
(Zip Code) 
Name When Graduated---------------------------
Employment Position----------------------------
Area Code....:.( ___ ) Telephone No.-----------------------
Social Security Number _____ _ 
Date Dues Paid------------------------------
Elizabeth Greenlee, Treasurer 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yearly Statement 
Please complete the above card and return with Check, Money Order or Postal Note made payable to: 
Jefferson Nurses Alumni Association 
Membership- All those actively engaged in the Nursing Profession or desiring membership in the 
association. (See By-Laws) 
Dues $10.00 a year 
Nurses' Alumni Association 
Thomas] efferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
(215) 955-8981 
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Respectfully yours, 
Elizabeth Greenlee, Treasurer 
Nurses Alumni Association • School of Nursing 
College of Allied Health Sciences • Thomas Jefferson University 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 • (215) 955-8981 
APPLICATION FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS 
APPLICANT DATA 
Name------------ Maiden Name ---------Year Graduated----
Address-c:;:;~;:------------;::-;::;~--------~=------------
sTREET CITY STATE ZIP 
Social Security Number--------------- Telephone ~~----------
Have you received Alumni benefits before D Yes, Date _______ D No _________ _ 
List your specific needs-------------------------------
Include the reason for this request __________________________ _ 
TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP 
LIFE D 
ACTIVE 0 
Signature ________________ Date _____ _ 
APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE 
Relationship to 
Applicant------------------------
Address ________________________ _ 
STREET CITY STATE ZIP 
ATTENDING PHYSICIAN STATEMENT 
Patient's Name _________________________________ _ 
Diagnosis (If injury, give date of accident)------------------------
Date first consulted for this illness ___________ Length of illness _________ _ 
If patient hospitalized: name of hospital -------------------------
If patient in nursing home or From ________ To ______ _ 
extended care facility: DATE DATE 
Name of Facility _____________________ _ 
Address of Facility---------------------
Physician's Signature---------------- Degree ___________ _ 
Address ____________________ Telephone------------
STREET CITY STATE ZIP 
AUTHORIZATION 
I hereby authorize the above named physician to release any, and all information requested by the Jefferson 
Nurses' Alumni Association with respect to this claim for Relief Fund Benefits. 
Signature ________________ Date ______ _ 
APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE 
Relationship to Applicant-------------------
IMPORTANT: READ REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM 
REV 5/88 
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To Be Eligible For Relief Fund Benefits 
1. Membership in the Association for one year preferred. However, all requests will be given consideration. 
All things being equal , members will be given first consideration. 
The Following Are Entirely Excluded: 
1. Pregnancy and its complications 
2. Cosmetic surgery 
3. Dental surgery and/or complications. 
How to Apply For Relief Fund Benefits 
1. Complete your part (the top portion) of the Benefit Form and sign the authorization at the bottom. 
2. Have your physician complete his or her part of the Benefit Form. 
3. If the Alumni member cannot complete the Benefit Form, the person submitting the form must show his or 
her relationship to the member when signing and give address and telephone number. 
4 . The complete Benefit Form should be sent to: Chairman, Relief Fund Trust Committee 
Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association 
Thomas Jefferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
Telephone (215) 955-8981 
NOTE: Refer to your 1984 By-Laws for complete Relief Fund Benefit details. 
All Relief Fund requests will be considered by the Board of Directors of the Nurses' Alumni Association for the amount 
of monies granted. 
The Human Touch 
"Tis the human touch in this world that counts, 
The touch of your hand and mine, 
Which means far more to the fainting heart 
Than shelter and bread and wine; 
For shelter is gone when the night is o'er, 
And bread last only a day, 
But the touch of the hand and the sound 
of the voice 
Sing on in the soul alway. 
Spencer M. Free 
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The Clara Melville-Adele Lewis Scholarship Fund 
of the Alumni Association of the 
School of Nursing (Diploma Program) 
College of Allied Health Sciences 
Thomas Jefferson University 
215-955-8981 
Scholarship Application 
1. Name: ---;~~~~------(f~~~~------~:;--;--;-;--~-:--;:-----::--:---:---------(Last Name) (First Name) (Middle Initial) (Maiden Name) 
2. Address:_(N~~~iSt~O-----------,-;:;-::-::=;-;;-::::::;--------------:--------(Number and Street) (City and State) (Zip Code) 
3. Date of Graduation: _____ Social Security Number·. _____ _ Telephone Number: _____ _ 
4. Two satisfactory references: (If employed, from immediate supervisor or from director of your basic nursing 
program; and from the dean/chairperson of the school you plan to attend) . 
5. Positions held. Arrange in sequence, listing present or last position first. 
Title of Position Name of Employer Address Dates of Employment 
6. Are you a member of the Alumni Associaion? 
-----
7. List your activities in professional organizations. 
8. Proposed program of study and plans for your future professional career: 
School in which you are enrolled ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Address of school _____________________________ _ 
Tuition cost-----Other expenses ______ A mount of scholarship desired _____ _ 
Describe Program (Continue on the back if necessary). 
9. Financial assistance available to you: (state amount/s) 
Scholarship _____________ _ Loans ________________ _ 
Work Reimbursement ___________ Other 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Signature _______________________ _ Date ____________ _ 
Revised 1994, November 1987, March 1984, October 1976 
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Purpose: 
The Clara Melville-Adele Lewis Scholarship Fund 
of the Nurses' Alumni Association of the 
School of Nursing (Diploma Program) 
College of Allied Health Sciences 
Thomas Jefferson University 
To assist members of the Alumni Association in the prepartion for a degree in nursing. 
General Requirements: 
Awards: 
Membership in the Alumni Association (continuous membership from the time of graduation is 
preferred). 
At least one year of professional experience as a registered nurse . 
Enrollment full-time, or part-time (for a minimum of six credits per semester) , in an accredited 
program, leading to a baccalaureate or higher degree in nursing. 
Two satisfactory references: (If employed, from immediate supervisor or from director of your basic 
nursing program; and from the dean/chairperson of the school you plan to attend) . 
Scholarships may be awarded annually to applicants meeting the general requirements . 
All other things being equal, preference will be given to those who have been most active in the 
Alumni Association, and who have most nearly completed degree requirements. 
Application Procedure: 
Applications are available from the Chairperson, Scholarship Committtee, School o.f Nursi~g 
Alumni Association (Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Smte 315, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19107-5127 Telephone (215) 955-8981). 
Submit applications with references at least four weeks prior to the regularly scheduled meetings of 
the Alumni Association (second Tuesday of September, November, January, March, and the annual 
meeting in May) . 
Each application is given careful consideration and considered on a first come, first served basis. 
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RevisedJune 1994 
November 1987 
March 1984 
Spring 1978, 1982 
Fall 1977, 1976 
Pins 
Jefferson pins may be purchased from J.E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets, Philadelphia, 
PA 19107 (graduates prior to 1969) and from Neal Abrams, Inc., 740 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 
(graduates 1969 and after) . 
Identification may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Director, Student Affairs and Services, College 
of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 709, Philadelphia, PA 
19107-5233. Telephone (215) 503-8189. 
Transcripts 
All requests for transcripts must be submitted in writing to the Registrar, College of Allied Health Sciences, 
Thomas Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 711 , Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone (215) 
503-8894. Requests should be submitted at least a month prior to the date needed, giving the name of the 
institution to which you want them to be sent. There is a $3.00 fee for each transcript. Checks should be made 
payable to the College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University. 
Class Address Lists 
Class lists are available from the Alumni Office coordinators at a charge of $2.00 per list. If you write to the 
Alumni Association, use your first name, maiden name, married name, and year graduated. Make checks payable 
to Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association. 
Please notify the Alumni Office coordinators of any corrections, marriages, deaths or changes of address. Help us keep 
errors at a minimum and our files accurate. Direct correspondence to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association, Thomas 
Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127, Telephone (215) 955--8981. 
Alumni Identification Card 
To replace a lost Alumni Identification Card write to Deborah Fireman, Director of Alumni Relations, 1620 
Edison Building, 130 South 9th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone (215) 503-6335 and request a 
replacement card. 
Change of Address Form 
Present Name-------------------- Spouse's Name-----------
Name When Graduated _____________________ Year __________ _ 
Former Address ___________________________________ _ 
New Address------------------------------------~ 
Present Phone Number (Area Code) ____________________________ _ 
Present Position------------------------------------
Personal News-------------------------------------
Mail to: Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127, Telephone (215) 955-8981. 
Campus Map~ 
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Jefferson Nurses Alumni Association 
1996 - 199 7 Meeting Dates 
Dear Alumni, 
Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held on the following dates: 
September 10, 1996 
November 12, 1996 
January 14, 1997 
March 11 , 1997 
May 3, 1997 (Annual Meeting) 
Regular meetings will be held in Suite 315, Ben Franklin House, 834 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, PA at 4:30 P.M. 
Annual meeting will be held in Solis-Cohen Auditorium, Jeff Hall, 1020 Locust Street, 
Philadelphia, PA at 10:00 A. M. 
Notice 
Annual Luncheon & Meeting Dates 
May 3, 1997 
Social Hour: 11:30 A.M. 
Luncheon: 12:30 P.M. 
Jefferson Alumni Hall 
1020 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Annual Meeting: 10:00 A.M . 
Solis-Cohen Auditorium 
Jefferson Alumni Hall 
Jefferson Nurses 
Alumni Association 
834 Chestnut Street 
Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
(215) 955-8981 
Jefferson Nurses 
Alumni Association 
Thomas Jefferson University 
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127 
(215) 955-8981 
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